And Furthermore, My Fellow Waterlooans...
Jim Reid is the Liberal candidate for Prime Minister of
Model Parliament. Mr. Reid is in
3rd. year Business Administration and currently he is president of the Junior Class and cochairman of the Home-coming
parade. Mr. Reid worked on
two federal election campaigns
and represented WUC at the
Canadian
Liberal
University
Conference in Ottawa and other
conferences in Toronto.

Liberals

Unfortunately, the Liberals on
campus have sat in the Opposition benches since 1962; however, while in this position we
have had more of our bills passed than any other party, indicating that our policies are more
(Continued on Page 2)

JIM REID
Party Leader

N. D. P.

Pro. Conservative

The New
on Campus

Democratic Party
believes that the
political education of the students of Waterloo is of primary
importance. It is our feeling
that the party leader Fernando

The
Progressive-Conservative
club on campus is proud of its
achievements of the past five
years, having formed the first
Model Parliament government in
1961, and also successfully passing the first bill in the history
of Model Parliament in 1965.
This bill was drafted and presented by the present party leader Alan W. Pope.
Alan is in 3rd yr. Gen. Arts
majoring in English and History,
and plans to enter the Law
Course at Osgoode Hall next
year. A delegate to several
P.C.S.F. national and provincial

conventions.

Costa is the spokesman, reflecting party views and is not running in a personality contest for
his own political government. As
such, he has the full support of
a unified party headed by Alan

Farber.

Our philosophy is consistent
with the members of the National NDP in this country in that
we support social-welfare legislation as a means toward social
equality and justice for all
(Continued on page 2)

FERNANDO COSTA
Party Leader

A 1 corresponds

(Continued on page 2)
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Waterloo Lutheran University
host the annual regional

will

Chest Out, Again
The Circle K informs the
CORD that the Mobile Chest XRay will be back on campus
Friday, October 14.

Many students have not taken
of the free service
offered by the clinic.
advantage

This is the final

chance for

everyone who missed last

week's

unit!

conference of the Association of
■V
Qwlege Unions International on
October 21 to 23, 1966. Representatives from member colleges
a>nd universities from Ontario,
Quebec, and New York state,
will attend seminars and workshops, to discuss the cultural,
social, recreational and educaprovided

tional programs
college unions.

by-

Association, founded in
1914, is officially represented
oi» over 650 campuses throughout the world, the purpose of the
Association is to provide an opThe

We're going to amplify
The

long-awaited Public Address System will be installed
shortly by Canadian Algor.
The chairman of SUBOG, Dennis Pettit, and Cathi Ast, Publicity Director, will be responsible
for putting out announcements
and reports of student activities.
Two periods a day for announcements have been scheduled. No
times have been arranged.
The main microphone and amplifier will be located in SUBOG
chairman's office.
Loudspeakers will be situated
in the recreation room of the
SUB, the Dining Hall and the
Torque Room.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1965

men come marching in!
.

VOL. VII

The procedure for having announcements made over the P.A.
will be the same as the procedure for booking rooms.

Students' Council and SUBOG
will share the expense of the
P.A. system,
£

jfc

jfr

jfr

*

*

Club presidents and others who
will be concerned with the sale
of tickets of any kind to the
student body are advised that a
booth will be located in the upstairs half of the SUB for this
purpose. People concerned must
place their own representatives
in the booth,

portunity for unions to join in
studying and improving their
services, and to assist in the
of new
development
college
unions. The college union on
each campus is regarded as an
integral part of the total educational program of the institu-

tion.
Special events Included in this
regional conference include: addresses by Dr. Villaume, WLU president, Prof. Glen
Carrol, WLU; and three experts
in the student union field: Mr.
(political
Ernie
Christiansen
problems), Mr. Neil Roth (services), and Miss Ad el! McMillan
(activities). Also included are
special interest groups to delve
into problems such as building
programs, etc., and many entertainment groups to add to the
enjoyment of the conference
delegates.
Stephen Little will be the
conference chairman and Mr.
Fred Nichols will serve as host
director for the conference.
Other conference members include members of the Steering
Committee and the local conference committee.

year's

—

Thompson Speaks
The Waterloo Lutheran University Liberal Club is pleased
to announce that the Honourable Andrew Thompson, leader
of the Liberal Party in Ontario,
will be on our campus during
the day of Monday, Oct. 18/66.
Mr. Thompson is the sitting
member for Dovercourt in the
Ontario Legislature and leader
of the opposition for the past
two years. During the day Mr.
Thompson will speak to four
politics classes and probably be
available for question periods
in both the Torque Room and
Dining Halls. The Liberal Club
is sponsoring a dinner in the
Mezzanine Dining Hall at 5:30
with Mr. Thompson as guest
speaker. Tickets may be obtained from John Varley, SecretaryTreasurer of the Liberal Club,
for those wishing to attend, in
Room 312 South Hall,
.

Index
This week, a note for all you fashion conscious students. Above, our Campus Model displays the latest in
hair adornments. No, they are not artificial roses
they're hearing aids! Neato!!

—

A giant telegram for Rick Bryant was too late
Rick is coming home today!! The happy news was re-

pg. 2,
The Girls
Poster Policy
pg. 3,
Editorial
pg. 4,
Review
pg.6.-7.
Culture In
China
pg. 9.
Sports
pg. 10.-11.

on campus Wednesday night.
But the telegram did not go to waste as it was
forwarded to Rick Thursday. Above, Monica Laine
takes two more names to add to the large list that fil-

ceived

led the greeting.
Let us all join in and wish Rick a happy return
home and a speedy recovery. For those who missed out
on the first telegram, perhaps we can arrange another
to say
WELCOME HOME RICK!!
—

Manpower

—

for women too!

centres
manpower
(formerly national employment
service) are taking on a new
look. At expo '66 being held at
annex,
Kitchener
auditorium
October 18, 19, 20 and 21, 1966,
they plan to portray an employment service officer's career and
how you may fit into this picture
after graduation.
The new name along with a
stream-lined employment service
is a result of the economic council of Canada's first annual review entitled "Economic goals
for Canada to 1970."
Canada manpower centres are
a division of "The Department
of Manpower and Immigration''
and are responsible for the coCanada

ordination of three main components in the utilization of manpower:
To bring job opportunities to
people
To recruit manpower from

abroad
To assist people to adapt to

industrial change
graduates and undergraduates are invited to attend
expo '66 and visit the Canada
on
centre booth
manpower
October
1966
Thursday,
20th,
(7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.) when officers will be on hand to answer
in detail enquiries regarding the
challenging new positions in this
new enthusiastic department.
Arts
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Friday,
essary, bin not change for lis
own sake, at the same time we

...more pofiticos

help
believe it necessary to
those who need help whether in
the fields of education, employment, housing or medical care.
At the present we feel that
education must be our first
priority, both for the betterment
of all Canadians and as part of
a long-range plan for the future.
We believe that the political
clubs on campus must provide
a forum for discussion and debate of policies and democratically decide what are the final
policies. In the realm of world
affairs, we concluded that Red
China must be recognized and
admitted to the U.N. With regard to Vietnam, we emphasize
that Canada must do all in its
power to bring a peaceful settlement, but at the same time support the right of the Vietnamese
people to self-determination. The
club is also anxious to promote
bold domestic policies of reform
in fields of government, education! urban affairs and penal
laws. We have printed our policies for the student body to
examine and debate before the

NDP
from Page 1)
We demand action in
these areas NOW; not promises
for the future.
We believe in decisive legislation, not half-measures; that is
a full medicare scheme NOW, a
promise first made by the Liberals in 1919 that has been
stalled and delayed once again.
The people of Canada are tired
of the ineffective leadership of
Che major parties. This lack of
decision is, also by the Conservatives a party that claims to be
champion of civil rights and has
yet to incorporate any human
rights clause in the BNA.
Our policies have been instituted in Saskatchewan which under OCF-NDP became the vanguard of social legislation in
this country. We ask for the
opportunity to explain our program to you personally and in
the subsequent pamphlets which
we will distribute on campus.
We ask you for a mandate for
progress.
Action based on a Philosophy.
(Continued

people.

**

Photo by Stan

Jackson|

The Girls

*

election.

Alan Pope feels strongly that
rea'sonaible and realistic platforms are what is best for the
future of Canada and to that
end, we place ourselves in the
radical middle of ProgressiveConservatism.

-

The NDP executive for the
political term 1966-67 includes:
Leader: Fernando Costa
President: Alan Farber
V-President: Arthur Winter
Secretary: Dianne Marquette
Treasurer: Eric Nygren
Members at large: . Gray Taylor,
, ,
Paul Stacey, Alan Scott, Edward Ruddy, Annette Mayer,
Janice Bock.

LIBERALS
(Cmitinued

,
iContinued from page 1)
regularly with several members
of Parliament on vital issues and
policies. He is especially interested in Northern Development,
and added to his successful bill
of, last year on this topic, plans
to present a second bill this
year which would in the long
run bring greater development
and democracy to Canada's frontier in the north.
As a club, we re-affirm our
dedication to free-enterprise and
individual initiative and are in
favour of change whenever nee-
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parties! This year we will pass a
bill on Medicare. Every year the
Liberals were expected to win,
but, the Liberal voters did not
go to the SUB on election day.
We hope that this does not occur again this year!
Commencing Monday, Andrew
Thompson, Party Leader for
Ontario, is 'the first of many distinguished personalities that we
will be inviting to the campus
throughout the year.
' It
is our intention that you
participate as a Liberal in construeive criticism of Canadian
politics.
i Exercise your democratic

PC'S

Let's get out
and VOTE
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rights next Wednesday, Oct. 1SS
vote as a progressive Liberal.
Jim Read X
—

BOYD SIMPSON
Party President

Focal Point For
Foreign Students
by CONNIE GULKDEMOND

The International House is a
place for relaxation at the disposal of students on both U of
Wand WLU's campuses, especially those who are only temporarily in Canada. It is not
residential, but rather a place
for meeting and entertainment.
Facilities to be enjoyed there
include a television, newspapers
from all over the world and
games such as ping-pong, chess
and cards. Tea and coffee are
always available. Although no
planned activities are featured,
the building can be used for
meetings and parties.
Sponsored by the local Rotary
Club, the International House is
designed especially to meet the
needs of Waterloo's foreign students. Many live off campus,
often isolated with not the best
housing facilities. This house can
be a focal point for those not
in University residences.
Canadians are encouraged to
frequent the House, for foreign
students often face the problem
of being left out, as the more
settled students have their own
circles and groups into which
the foreign ones are not readily
absorbed. Many study in specialized areas, in which they meet
only students from other foreign
countries.
The success of this project,
they feel will depend on the participation of the "natives" or Canadians.

TABAC
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Plumber 'Winkers Plae1 Marathon
A fifty-four hour marathon is
being planned by tltf' Tiddly
Winks Club of the University of
Waterloo. The marathon will open
October 13 at 3:00 p.m. a.nd is
expected to la·st untH late October 15. Four members 01£ the
club wiLl participate in bhe mara-

than. The p1ayerrs wiJI! take a
five minut.e break every hour
and a ha.U an hour recess every
six hours. They wiL! continue in
this way wiuhout sleep. The
mamthon may be combined with
tests by the physicwl education
department and a psycho,logist

Poster Policy Outlined

Photo by J. Dukes
Instead of "bumming" around
the Torque Room why not
make a real ass of yourse'Jf
and write for ltte CORD?

This policy will cover aH posters and notices erected by students, clubs and activities on
campus. Any off-campus commercial venture must be cleared
with the Dean of Students.
Areas Where Posters May Be
Placed
Posters may be placed only
on bulletin boards designated
for student use :
- Torque Room
- S.U.B.
- outside 1El
- at landing on second floor
- at landing on third floor
All other bulletin boards are
for use by appropriate Univers-·
ity Officials.
All posters require the i,igned approval of the S.U.B.O.G
chairman
or
representative_
They shall be immediately removed if any are found to be
in poor taste, outdated or not

may conduct observations to note
the re•aotion of the pa·rticipants
to the sustained l'oss of sleep.
The marathon wiN be held by
the olub to gain publicity in
order to find a sponsor for the
proposed trip to England in February where eight of its members will compete fo,r the world
championship. The club also
hopes to build up the image of
the game through this marathon. To do this, demonstration
games wHl be held f·oc aH interested
observers.
Asso·ciate
membenhip tickets wi-Ll be sold
to help rl!ise .money for the
trip.
The Tiddly Winks Club at
the University of Waterloo was
the first club of its kind in Oa.nada. It is already on·e of the
la·rgest clubs on campus, having
a membership of fifty-five, ten
of which are girls. Mr. Ron
Rumm, secretary 00' the club,
claims that the gtame seems to
abtraJCt
mathematics
students
more so than tJho.se i>n arts,
science and engineerion.g. Mr.
Rumm is a bhtNl year pli..y sics
student who j()ined the club as
a joke but has now become "addicted" to the game. Before the
Harva,rd bourna.moot l~ast year he
spell!t up to twenty hours a
week playing tiddly winks.

pertaining to the general interest of all University Students
Areas Where Posters May Not
Be Placed
No posters are to be permitted on any windows, glass doors,
in the Dining Hall or any wall
other than designated areas.
General Stipulations
1) Posters and I or notices
must not be larger than onehalf pristol board size.
2 ) Posters and /or notices will
be limited to one per activity
on
the . designated
bulletin
boards.
3) Bulletin board space alloted to a· certain student organization must be kept up to
date and of interest to all students or the privilege of this
space will be withdrawn.
4 ) Out-dated posters must be
removed immediately by club
or organizational officials.
Election Poster Policy
See General Publicity Policy
plus:
1) All posters pertaining to
any University elections
(ex
The campus PC's ha'Ve overRobert Borden, Arthur Meigh- eluding those posted by the
whelmingly endorsed the posiChief Electoral Officer or desen, R. B. Bennett, Louis
St.
tion of Darl ton Oamp ()n the
ignated
officer) must be removLaurent, and John Diefen·baker)
¥01abi1e Leadership q11estioo.. The
ed from all University poster
of ·our fourteen head·s were
endorsement oocu.ITed whe-n a ·
areas by 11:00 p.m. of the night
lawyers • . . Mr. Golem, your
preceding the election day.
referendum was submi-tted to
profession also seems to be pr<r
2) Candidates in University
members l~ast Tuesda.y by tile
elections are permitted the folductive in the PM field. YGu
executive
of Uhe Progressive
posters:
;uu may have a chance (with lowing
OollJServative St.udent Federa•tion
- four in the arts building
\iome g90d ~~) Alex~ ~eij}er
one of whick must iDdi- asJciofi.:
ander Mackenzie and Sir Macthe · f'ederatiol\ sh.oota endorse
cate the date, time and
kenzie Bowell, both one-time
Oamp's position and bbe ca.lll for
place of the election innewspaper editors, made it to
volved.
the top . . • although W. L_
- one in the S.U.B.
Mackenzie King, the celibate
blicity 'Or the placement of post- one in the T.A.
Liberal leader, was not called
ers please see either the Direc3) Candidates must
receive
to the bJlr (in the legal sense);
tor of S.U.B.O.G. publicity or
approval of the Head Resident
his 21% years as Prime Minister
the Chairman of the Student
of the residence concerned if
remains as a record as the most
Vnion Board of Governors
he/she wishes to erect posters
years in that office . . . a con- · in these areas.
Student Union Board of
servative, Sir Charles Tupper
Any questions concerning puGovernors.
(the last of the Fathers of Confederation) was PM for the
shortest period of time - only
69 days (from May 1, 1896 to
July 8, 1896) . . . Sir John Abbott was the first Canadian-born
P.M.
In conclusion, my tip of the
All campus organization wishing to adweek goes to that 'jolly olde
vertise
meetings, dances or eventS In the
gentleman' Rt. Hon.
John
November Events Calendar.
Diefenbaker:
"I suggest you
contact El Hadji Mohammed el
Mokri, ex-Grand Vizier of MoSubmit Information To
rocco, for any tips on remaining
undisputed leader of your great
party for the next decade. Unfortunately, you 'll have to recruit the services of Mr. Hugh
Robinson of Scarboro. The eKcl o Jenny Macklin
Grand Vizier died in 1957 reputedly aged 112. He was the oldest recorded executive head af
any country."

Things a WUC undergraduate might not know unless he
read this column:
Leaderships seem to be at a
discount for the autumn season.
AU¥ takers for the PC headahlp? The eye seems to Pe focused on youth. (But isn't Dief
• . . don't be ridiculous!!) How
about a few of our eager
'frosh scholars' who were too
busy reviewing the
Canadian
economic situation last Friday?
Their presence should be felt
somewhere.
Maybe those Tories in Camp's
camp should look to the NDP
for some new ideas. Instead ·)f
a three-time loser (as those
scallywags have conjured up in
their clouded skulls) however,
'the camp' might consider some
castaway . . . even the opposite
sex (strictly as a novel gesture
to enlighten that drab Canadian
political scene). Ellen Faircloud? (I always had trouble
spelling).
Mike sounded very 'dieft' with
his resounding proclamation concerning his leadership l;:st Monday . • . then, who wouldn't ·after he'd given that motley crew
a' Parlia-ment· Hill a spectacular
pay hike . . . . seems now they're
having a little trouble finding
the bucks in our over-extended
economy to supporf that ~ocial
piece of legislation - what's it
called, meddfecare? How about
some Centennial Bonds ; halfprice now in return for face
value in 13 years?
What 's all this got to do with
UBI's? .•. well, very little, · but
it introduces my topic. Did you
know that this infant nation of
ours can claim fourteen <.14) different heads - of government
since confederation . . . two of
these, William Lyon Mackenzie
King ana R. B . . Bennett, were
both unmarried . . . the city · ol
Kitchener, Ontario offered fhe
birthplace of celibate Mackenzie
King -on December 17, 1874 • · ••
if your superego is leading you
into political 1ife, the record
seems to indicate that you'll
have the best · chance of becoming Prime Minister if you estab•
lish a background in law. Nine
(Sir J()hn A. Macdonald,
Sir
John Abbott, Sir John Thompson, Sir Wilfred Laurier. Sir

This WUC cutie see.ms to have
a wardrobe prob.lem. Oh well,
at least she has a mini-slip.

PC's Support Camp

UBI Takes To Politics
by J. D. Kwekkeboom

Photo by J. Dukea

-.em.,·

NOVEMBER
EVE.NTS CALENDAR

SUBOG OFFICE

DEADLINE

OCTOBER 19

a 1eadershi'P convenHon prioc 1JG
th-e next genera,l election.
The controversia~ Mr. Oam!l
wiU be the feature speaker at
SatuNlay's PCSF conventioo at
the U (){ W. An unlimited number of ()bservers may attend
from WUC.
LocaUy Uhe PC'S, under party

_ _Iea~er : Al

oo

~. Jut~e- c~mpaign

fore lfie ~iM 'Model

Parliament election ou the basi:>
of issues as ()piposed to personality and semantics. This is
ifl keeping with Pope' assessment of the intelligence of stu•
dent voters and his oonviction
tbaot Model Pa·r<hament slwuld
serve ars a forum for discussion
orf Vhe important pol•iotica~ ques•
tions fadng Oanada today.

STUDENTS and
PROFESSORS
Hazel Street Area Are
Invited To Attend
Worship at New Lutheran Mission meeting
at Winston Churchill
Public School
Milford Near Tamarack
Sundays at 11:00 a.m.
The Rev. Roy N. Grosz,
Mission Developer

Telephone: 576-8885

JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

STUDENTS' COUNCIL REQUIRES

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE AS

ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY

*

DEFENCE ATTORNEY
*JURORS

Contact John Morris
745-6304 OR S.U.B. MAILBOX

-

duties inv-olve some typillg' and D})eratiDK
the ~stetner during the busiest times ol.
the year.

SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO:
JEAN FRANZ
SECRETARY
STUDENTS' COUNCIL
S.U.B. MAIL BOX
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Publication·s Chairman Sally Lang
Advertising Manager - Don Eley

Take another look, Boys!
The "copper-topped palatial estate" - Dr. Villaume's
ne·w ly constructed on-campus home - has become this
years's most popular subject for sarcastic remarks and
anti-administration arguments. Replacing those old
favorites, Torque Room messiness and Dining Hall inedibles, the new house has become high camp in the
cultural mode of Pop-Gripe.
Once again the Torque 20 philosophers have substituted criticisms for analysis and humour for logic. They
seem to think tha:t until this season Dr. Villaume and
his family lived in a near-by cave which, although it
cost the school nothing in rental expense, was large
enough and close enough to be used for the entertainment of all visiting firemen. Most assuredly this was
not the case.
For years the Board of Governors has had plans to
build a president's home on WLU property as is done
on the majority of Canadian and American campusses.
A "temporary'' home, which because of its location and
layout wa~ unsuitable for entertaining, was bought and
occupied until a recent flood and the resulting personal
loss to Dr. Villaume forced the Board to make its plan
a reality.
The new house is huge by any standards. It is divided
into two unequal parts. One section is a four bedroom
residence for the president. The other, and larger, part
is an entertainment centre which will bnefit the whole
campus. Designed to handle large or small groups, this
copper-roofed wing will facilitate catering for receptions and make the prospect of a short stay at WLU
more pleasant for visiting lecturers and community leaders. Should it become desirable for this house to be
put to another use (a residence or social centre, for ex~
ample), the change will easily be made because this
building has steel and concrete construction with independent partitions. Its imaginative architecture helps
to relieve the drabness of our campus.
In his new house, Dr. Villaume is living in a goldfishbowl. Few students would be willing to sacrifice their
privacy to the institution as Dr. Villaume has done.
Dr. Villaume, and the Board of Governors should be
congratulated, not chasticed, for the construction of
our presidtmt's house.

Dear Sir:
-ly, I saw oDily three or fom:
I wouQd l'~ke tJo 11<!ke this opsophmores sihi•nd·n g shoes or oolportunity tJo comment on yl()uil'
Iectiong money. I alw thi·n k that
editorial in last week's Cord.
the statements are unfair to the
I WI()Uld like tJo st;ate first that
Frosh tlha•t did atiend. It seems
I w1ll ag•ree wit!h Y'Qur S1t111tements
w me that tlh·ey ddd a very good
which oo tioize 1!he smalU tum
job con,sidedng tlhe fifty perout Off Pro&h. However, I dis·
cent tull'n out.
atgl'ee witth the sl!a•tements made
Thank you foc aaaowing me tJo
in tJhe 1!hi:rd pall"'agl!"aph which
express my views.
imply that the sophmores collectDona•l d EY'les
ed moSit of the molfl·ey. PersonalWe&t Halll.

Billing hurst

•

Any lead En yoWJr pockets, Miss?
Former Editor To lecture

In New B. And E. School
R,a].plh Bl1ackimore, f o r m e r
fiina•ncia[ ed•i1~or of 'I1he GJ,obe
and Mail), wiJ.l join the :llaculty
of Wa!Je•rl!oo Lu!Jhel!"an Uni,veTSi:ty's new Scllool of Business a·n d
Eoon•omios as associta te p11ofesSOII"
od' economics.
The appoin1tment was anooune,
ed by Dr. Herman 0. J. OvergJlliall"'d, d•i·r ector of the school.
Sin,ce 1005 Mr. Blackmore has
been associated wi.t h Atk,intSOII1
Ool[•e ge, York University, as
(Ji,rec,tor of public reJa tJioniS amd
speciaJ. lecturell" in economics.
:Be<fioo'e joining the university he
Wlas secll"e!Jary of tlhe No~rtih
American co-ordinating comm.i1tee, Massey-Ferguson I•ndu~S~ilries
Ltd., Toronto.
p.rof. B1ackmore, a native ol
W·i·ndsor, Ont., rece·i ved h i s
bache1lo!!" of a[;tJS from t•he UniveTsi•ty od' Western Ontario, London,
Ont., and a bachelor's degree in
economics and politica•l socien.c-e
fr«>'m Assumptio'n University. His
maSJt·e r's deg•r ee in economics
was conferred by tJhe Unavell"sity
of Miehiglan's SCihool of Gradua·t e
Studies.
He has been a oommeillt~ator

on economic and business matters on radio and television for
mll!ny y•eaTs, besides contributJing
ai!"1Jides tJo many leading jourDalls and popuJ•ar magazines. '.
Wa1ter1loo
Lutihemn's
~w
&.hoi()! Off Busi·neSIS and Economics, formed bhis year, is an
out,g:rowth of tlhe former department of business adiministll'ation.
Irt wi,Jil l•aunch severa,J new programs befoll"e entering tJhe gr.aduaie field. Course od'ferings this
Y'€all" wi1111 be expand·ed in finance, purcll•a sing, adve[lbising and
i·nduSltJria•l roel1a tion s.

Grand Duchy in Luxembourg
The American Student Information Service, with headquarters in the Gr and Duchy of Luxembourg, is now accepting applications from U.S. college students who wish to
work
in
Europe next summer. The ASIS
can place students in temporary
summer work in Great Britain,
France, Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, Spain, Sweden, Finland,
Norway, Luxembourg, Eelgium,
Holland, Aust:ria, Israel and
Liechtenstein.
New Job Openings: ASIS has
many new job openings within
categories that include resort
hotel work, office work, factory
work, hospital work, child care
work, ship work, construction
work, fa·r m work, sales work,
and
camp counseling . work.
Wages range to $400 a month
l.or the highest paying positions

in West Germany and the working conditions and hours are
exactly the same as those of
the Europeans with whom the
students work. In most cases
room and board are provided
free, but if not, the student
worker lives independently in
the city where he is working. In
any case living accommodations
are pre-arranged.
Orientation In Europe: Every
student placed in a summer job
in Europe attends a 5-day orientation period in the
Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg that includes cultural orientation tours
to Germany, France, Belgium,
Holland and Luxembourg; black-•
board sessions; on the scene
language practice, and lectures
given by European university
professors. Although there is
usually no foreign langu age requirements for the jobs, students

are given the opportunity to experience native European situations during
the
orientation
period . Blackboard sessions and
talks cover such subjects as how
to save money while in Europe,
low cost transportation, shopping
discounts and inexpensive living
accommodations. ASIS claims
that this do-it-yourself, on the
scene method of preparation is
the only way to adjust rapidly to
the European way of life.
The ASIS, in its tenth year
operation, also supplies job
applicants, at no extra cost, with
a complete set of language rec·
ords of the language of the country in which the applicant will
be working; a student pass allowing the bearer student discounts throughout Europe ; conplete health and accident insurance while in Europe, and a
comprehensive information serv-

of

Dr. Walter Creery, a gradu111te
fJff Yale University with an M.A.
in reHgious studJi.es wilt! join tbe
:fiaculrt;y as lecturer in philosophy.
He held teachin·g as&istJan•tships
art: the University od' We&tem
_ 0Ill1la'!"io, UniversirtJy od' Rooheste:r
and at Y111•le.
PeteT C. Erb, a B.A. h<m~
English gll'adua·t e Off Waterloo
University CXJillege and whvnell" O!f
the univer&i!ty's gotld meda•l, wilil
become ~nsh'uctoc m English.
Hoe has been doi•ng soda•l wo'l"k
:fto!r tlhe Mennonite Ce.Ditr.al Ccmmittee and teaC'hing alt a Men]1()nillte ooHege in the UnHed
Stlates.
A Presibytooi·an min~stoc with
nine years in the pa·rish minis!:·
ry, Thom111s IWbert Ma,xwelfi, wlillil
joi·n 1Jhe iiacullty as assistant profesoor od' sociology. He has a-n
M.A. i·n sociology from the University Off Toronto and is comp~e<t
i,ng t!he work ror the Ph.D.
degree.
Gu:nall"S Subins joi1ns tihe facul·
iJy rus lectureu: in geography. He
bas a•n M.Sc. degree in geogra•
phy f[lom !Jhe Unive!!"sirty of Western Ont.Ja~rio and expects to
rec-eive his doctoTate this year.
A fl()ll"me·r dean of women a·nd
newspap·er editor, Ma~rga•rert Jean
.A!Hen, beoomes a lecl(;wrer in
English. She ha·s received hell"
B.A. a1nd M.A. degree from t1he
U niver sity of Manitoba a•n d is
completi ng a Ph.D. degree at
the Universi1ty od' London.
Arthur L . Re•ad, a demonstJrat0'1' in Cllec,wicity a1
n d magil'letism
at McMa•ster University f•or !Jwo
yeall"'S, joins WLU as i'nstlructol!" im.
physics. Mr. Reid has a B.A.
fr{)lm McMaster and wil~ recelive
his master's degree shortly.
El1ai•ne Jo•a:n- Lambert win jodn
the :llaculty as instructor in
roman<0e la•nguages. She has
received an honors B.A. from
Waterlioo University ColJege and
presently is compilCibin•g her M.A. progll'am at Vhe Un•ive~·sity of
T()l!'on·tJo, where s1he has held a
teaching fellowSthip. She aloo
taught Eng~ldsh in a high school
a1t '.Poubouse, Flflance.
Oomi,ng on f,acullty as an inst:rud•or in classics is Jacob Zeyil.,
a DJatt ive of tJhe N·e't iherlands. He
ho1ds a B.A. degll"'ee from t1he
Unive[·SJi-t.y of To•ronto and expects to receive his ma·s ier's
degll'ee in classics tJhiiS yea!!".

tel s1a
od'f

And Still More
Dr. '.Purnell', a native of Wi·ndDr. F!rla•neis J. Turner, ol the
&00', Ont., is a g,mdu,a te of tihe
UntivCII'sity od' Ot!Jawa'.s school <Jf
University od' WesteriD On•t,ar~o
OO<'iatl wellfa·r e, wiJtl become the
fi•rst .fiaculty member of Wate.doo with B.A. 1n hO<nours pibillosop,hy.
L'Uitihera.n Universi·ty's new g4'adHe undertook tJheo!l()gical Sltudies
at St. P·etler's Seminairy, London,
uate school of socia[ wock.
Ont., and tlhen attended St.
Dr. Turner will become associate pPod'·essor of soda[ cas·e·work - Patrick's OoHege, University of
O!ltawa, wheTe he received his
1n tihe new schoo~, the .fkst
graduate school of social work . baCiheJ.o,r's and Miasta''s deg.reoes
i1n S()l('ial wo,rk.
110 be o11"g1anized in Canada in
14 y~~s. ·
He has served CathoHc ChHdren's Aid Societies in Windsor
a•nd London and was assistan1t
director od' the OatJholic Service
Bureau in Peterborough. He
~atell"
served as Cihief so<.>ia[
worker a1t 1Jhe Ontario Hospit·a l,
New '.Poro·nto, a1n d in 1960
ice about living and travelling in
joined tlh e f1aeulty of t~he UnivEurope.
ersity of T·o•r onto scho.oi of S{}Cla[
low Cost Travel: 'I'he
ASIS
work. He has been with tlhe
also offers travel arrangements
University of Ottawa s~hoOJI. si•nce
!:hat greatly reduce the <:ost of
1963.
the summer in Europe. Student
applicants are also free to make
their own travel · arrangements
also has a golden opportunity to
to and from Europe. ASTS e~
acquire a speaking knowledge
pects that a great many students
of a foreign language.
participating in the
charter
Students interested in work·
flights sponsored by their school
ing in Europe should write to
win want a summer job in
Dept. 1, American Student Jn.
Europe.
formation Service, 22 Avenue la
The purpose of the ASIS jobLibert, Luxembourg City, Grand
in-Europe program is to provide
Duchy of Luxembourg, fO<r the
every college student with the opASIS 36-page booklet which inportunity to see Europe, to includes a complete listing and
crease his cultural knowledge
descriptions, with photographs,
through travel and at the same
of jobs available and job applictime to earn and save money.
ations. Send $2 with each inStudents with limited budgets quiry to cover the cost of the
would not otherwise be able to
material, overseas handling and
see Europe. The student worker
air mail postage.

Try Something Di/ferent - Work Abroad!
~
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Snobs and Aces

What does this university
town think of us

'

by Deryk Tilden

When 2400 WLU students descend upon Waterloo they bring
a great deal of money with them.
Because the university is a nonloss organization most of these
monetary resources do not survive the initial week. Taken collectively. the nickels and dimes
which do remain amount to a

v

;

since it

get (and

!s

impossible

to obtain statistics)- we have
tried to find out the-general reaction 6f merchants tip WLU students. ;
In.the 'main,

were
are
quite satisfied . with -'students as
customers. University students
have a clean record in respect
to loitering in stores, shop-lifting
and writing rubber cheques. The
storeowners value the business
WLU students create.
One specialty shop owner, who
tries to cater to university students estimated that 25% of his
business is done with them. Most
storeowners stress that they do
not rely upon the university trade
but still admit that it does make
a worthwhile difference.
Students do sometimes annoy
merchants. One shop owner complained of students who come into the store in groups only to
look at the merchandise, with no
intentions of buying. The main
good.

reacljions

storeowners

:

complaint,, however, is about the
attitudes of the students, and
here smugness heads the list.,
Some student*, it seems enter
stores with the idea that they
should be'.' treated like aristocracy.' They expect immediate,
service, the essence of courtesy
and, if possible, the automatic
offer . .of/discounts
all because
they are university students. One
specifically
businessman
mentioned first;year students as being the culprits in this depart,

which _'ha.\ 'a| considerable
effect dri tyie ecobdjmy ,and vo'U
urae of trade in t'heij Twita 'Cities,'
In so', dping, it brings the students in contact witjh the merchants of Katchener-Wfeterloo. Since
this contact largely affects tln£
type of reputation our students
sum

—

ment

.

Big business employs competent, highly-paid
individuals to
create acceptable public images.
The "images" are, at best, nebulous but considered highly desirable.
7500 'university students in Waterloo are not considered to be
an integral part of the economy
of the Twin Cities.
Those in positions to represent
the views of the citizenry are extremely cautious in venturing
opinions of university students.
Don't bite the hand that feeds
you", seems to be the guiding
motive. Anonymity is the facade
used by most people to protect
themselves from embarrassing
quotes about their private opinion of students.
This feature, then must be considered in the light of implications only. Then some sort of
conclusion can be drawn.

undlpr the heading of coma few storeowners
make distinctions between students 4f the two universities.
It

is

plaints jthat

Thete

is a satisfaction in hearing >U of W students described
by siicl] adjectives as "snobbish"
and "cheap" while WLU students
are "real aces."
In general merchants are reasonably happy with student customers. Many have no complaints; at worst some have been
annoyed by students. All expressed a willingness to serve them;
many try to cater to the student.
Whereas none of the merchants
stated that they really depend
on university trade, all of them
are glad to receive it.
Student-merchant relations are
generally good; WLU studentmerchant relations are especially good.
A large slice of the student
expenditure does not take place
in the stores. This is the money
which does most to give our
students a jaded reputation,
which is most involved in the
legal trouble students are prone
to getting, themselves into and
which saves the _local cafeterias
the most on breakfasts.
It is the money spent in the
local pubs, . of course. Oddly
enough, despite the volume of
trade,

.

,

»

.

POLICE CHIEF BASSE
happy with student behaviour

No Expo jobs for
—

us

Expo
MONTREAL (CUP)
will not be a .source of employment for jobless, full-time students next summer.
An Expo official tot-' university newspaper , editors here reeenaOy the , corporation does not
intend lo .hire ..Mud en Is for parttime employn^uL
policy requires
Corporation
employees to work for a minimiun six-month- period, he said,
and thus., anyone wishing to work
at Expo would have to. be availal3le 1:0 work from the last week
0 f April to the, end of October.
This automatically cuts out full' .
;
.
4
but students
time students,
tween degrees or those working
before seeking full-time employment, cam still apply for Expo
—

AC
I-IL»3

1
i

Coil Back Notebook
Entitled

masters

are

only

»

j-

Lost in Torque Room
During Initiation Week
,

„

Please Return To "Cord"
Office or Joe Hall,

,

work.

,

,

■

koto

....

which give WLU a black stamp.
The
automatic
exaggeration
which is placed upon any such
incidents should also be kept in
mind. There have been damaging incidents in the past couple
of years but despite these, the
WLU reputation is quite good.
Drinking is a form of recreation. There is no reason why
it should tarnish the good reputation WLU has achieved with
the merchants in Waterloo and
Kitchener.
by

Steve Naylor

Questions of student image as
posed

to

business

and

civic

leaders produced comments
from "excellent" to a
cautious "it has improved considerably in the last few years."
Waterloo Police Chief Basse is
fairly happy with student behaviour except in the area of drinking. He said that most student
pranks and thefts occur either
at the pub or on the way from.
Upsetting garbage cans and
stealing street signs, pub glasses
and chains were cited by the
chief as the major areas of student misdemeanours
Chief Basse said that sfudents
repeatedly involved in such activities harm the university's
image and these students "should
be of great concern to the others ."
ranging

Drunken students usually have
that smug attitude which shopowners spoke of and look down
on policemen who try to eject
them as uneducated ruffians
with a Grade three education.
There is practically no problem with women students. Chief
Basse conceded that extra-tight
Women's Residence regulations
might be the reason for the scarcity of incidents involving female students.
Waterloo Mayor, Art Paleczny,
commented on the overall image
of a university town. Except in
the case of pranks and noisy

1

4
AUFMPrS
ol 1 LlTll I w

'

WATERLOO MAYOR ARTHUR PALECZNY
pranks and noisy motorbikes

1

DOLS\« fi I lUil>W

pub

mildly enthusiastic about student
trade. 'Les hoteliers are a rather
materialistic lot interested strictly in the students' hip pockets.
When they have a complaint
they are quite voluable about it.
According to the hotel managers and a couple of customers,
students in hotels can exhibit a
remarkable lack of maturity.
Groups' of students frequently
cause trouble through rowdiness,
obscenities, the annoying of other
clients, damage to property and
continued glass snatching. A cus-'
tomer claimed that
students
seem to feel quite superior to
their drinking companions who
have less academic training than
themselves. Along with this goes
the confidence thai as university
students they can get away with
more hell-raising than the rest
of the populace. The result, he
said, was thai students can become the least pleasant members of the hotel clientele.
Pubbing is probably the number one
unofficial
university
sport. As much, fun as it might
be, however, it should be remembered that drinking is almost invariably behind incidents

V"

.

>

,

.

,

the imagemakers

motorbikes,

he feels

that

the

students definitely enhance the
appeal of the towns. (Actually
the CORD disagrees that university students are responsible for
the latter problem).
The mayor claims there is a*
loss of possible revenue since
the students do not pay municipal taxes. However, the research centres at the U of W
and the general academic atmosphere tend to attract new industries, he stated.
His Worship drew an interesting comparison between former
student behaviour and present
actions.
"Three years ago.'' he saiio
''there was excessive rowdyistK*
and malicious damage." Now he
feels that students are "here tolearn." Most local citizens, particularly those who house students are. "obviously pleased
with student behaviour."
Mr. Miller, our S.I.S. guard
has a good word to say for WLU
students. "Between eighty and
ninety per cent are co-operative.
If we could get the other tea
per cent, our biggest problem
would be over."
Without a doubt the most stt-.
thusiastic comments came from
the Banks. The manager of the
University Avenue branch of the
Bank of Montreal stated that
students are "exceptional" cus
tomers.
"Their reliability is
above average."
Ken Dick, unofficial spokesman for Waterloo Trust (and i
former CORD editor) said students are "better than the average housewife" and are "no
problem."
The only facet of student life
which drew repeated complaints
was over-consumption of alcohol,
and
the resulting vandalism.
However, most people feel students and the two universities
have brought commercial an i
financial assets to the K-W com-

"

munity.
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vs.
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Review
Book
The

—

Review

by Pat Giles

Katherine Anne Porter, author
of Ship Of Fools, has written a
collection of nine short stories
varying in setting from the Deep
South to New York City to Berlin in the 30's. Although their
settings are far-flung, all her
stories possess a deeper glimpse
at a commonplace situation.
This special insight is best relayed in her story, The Circus.
In this story, a young girl named Miranda sees the circus as a
horrible collection of freaks. To
her, the clowning acrobat is a
"creature in a blousy white overall, prancing along a wire, his
mouth turned up at the corners
in a perpetual bitter grimace of
pain." Her father, too seems
transformed by the circus, finding a horrifying fascination in
the near fatal fall of the acrobat. The dwarf at the entrance
way further fills Miranda with
terror as he peers at her with
"kind, not human golden, eyes,
like a near-sighted dog."
The horror of Miranda's experiences is intensified by the
author in the contrast she shows
between the terrified reaction of
the little girl and the enjoyment
expressed by the rest of the audience, thus leaving Miranda deserted amidst her fears.
All nine stories of Miss Porter's collection are of the same
high quality of descriptive insight represented by The Circus
and Ship of Fools.

Record Review
-

—

Movie

—

partment.
Who am I (or you) to doubt
the formidable logic of the academic mind, suffice it to say
that this will be the music colthe
umn in the same
since
music room is the music room.
It will cover or attempt to cover
jazz, ("bop" and after), blues/
(the gamut), and folk (North

by Astrid Janson

Leaning Tower and
Other Stories

Judy Collins No. 3. EKL

Scene
The music room, library, WLU.
Student (namely myself): Do>
you have anything in the way
of jazz, blues or folk music?
Librarian: No, all the records
are ordered by the music de-

243.

by Joe Hall

The most probable reason for
there being no great profound
title to this album is that this
LP touches on almost every type
of music in the folk field. The
songs range from a traditional
inland sea-chanty
"Bullgine
Run" to Mr. Dylan's "Master
of War". The first song on the
album has a story continually
recurrent in older ballads and
the only way to describe the
first impression received of Miss
Collin's voice in this song would
be to compare it to a soft, windless morning mist. The most delirious vocal on the record is
"The Dove" which the artist
sings without accompaniment,
(the most difficult feat for any
performer). The climax of the
album is Mr. Pete Seeger's "The
Bells of Rhymney" in which the
background wanders through two
octaves. Every song on the album touches inside.

Produced by Toronto students
and directed by David Sector,
"Winter Kept Us Warm", dramatizes the struggle of a University lof Toronto freshman to fit
himself into university life with-

out sacrificing his own individand sense of independence. The film presents a very
real inside view of campus life,
portrayed with sincerity and
simplicity. The characters are
natural
their situations famil—

iar.
Filmed right on the university
campus and in the streets of
Toronto, "Winter Kept Us
Warm", features excellent background music and artistic photography. It lacks the smugness
of a "Hollywood spectacular"
and yet has the smoothnesis and
scope of a professional production. Witty and sensitive, the
film has real meat and meaning
for any university student and
is well worth seeing. It is being
shown daily at 7 and 9 p.m. at
the Royal Ontario Museum Theatre until October 16.
Presented together with "Winter Kept Us Warm" is a short
film of ink and watercolour
sketches done by John Gould,
called

Monday".

"little

These

sketches portray a cross-section
of life and people in Mexico and

show vividly the sharp contrasts
within the country. Vocal and
instrumental background music
with boys and guitar, gives the
film authenticity and atmosphere.
*

4=

*

*

*

*

Also, beginning Tuesday, October 18 at the University Theatre in Toronto, the Canadian
premiere of James A. Michener's bestseller, "Hawaii". With
top stars such as Julie Andrews
and Richard Harris, this film
promises to be the Academy
Award winner of the year.

—

FAITH AND LIFE
During this fall session, the
Faith and Life Council is bringing a series of guest speakers to
campus. These men will take two
of the chapel services each
week. They are all eager to meet
and discuss with students any
topic that arises.
The next guest chaplain will be
Dr. David H. Bremer of Muhlenberg College, Alilanitown, Pennsylvania. He will be on campus
October 19 and 20. Five more
guests will be on campus before
December from various colleges
in Canada and the United States.

AMATEUR FILM CONTEST
Any permanent resident of
Canada 21 years of age or under
is eligible. Films may be any
gauge (8, super 8, 16 or 35mm)
and of any length. They may
be black-and-white or colour,
sound or silent. Films may be on
any theme and must not have
been entered in any other contest. Films will be handled carefully and returned following the
contest. The NFB will take all
reasonable precautions but can-

TWO'S COMPANY
THREE'S A RESULT

responsibility for
assume
loss or damage and does not
guarantee safe return of every
film. The National Film Board
non-exclusive
will
purchase
rights to the winning films in
each category and make them
available for screening across
Canada.
Contest deadline is May first,
1!>67. For entry forms and information write:
Young Amateur
Film Making Contest
National Film Board
P.O. Box 6100

not

Montreal 13, Quebec.

American.)

ART REVIEW

uality

by Gwen Davies
many new and constantly changing outlooks on art
these days, it is only natural
that there should be new ideas
in art presentation. Perhaps one
of the pioneers in this field in
Kitchener-Waterloo is the Sonneck Art Gallery, 108 Queen St.
North in Kitchener. The present
display is of signed lithographs
and etchings by an international
group of award-winning contemporary artists of note, including
Ortega and Picasso; demonstrated as well as some very graceful wood sculptures by Vittario
Gagliano. It is said of this artist, "His figures are modern
without the pretention of being
so, yet sincerely and spontan-

With so

Peter, Paul

and Mary
by Kathy Casey

The folk-singing trio of Peter,
Paul and Mary is not to
be
equalled by any of its kind. The
harmony incorporated into their
unique singing style and their
versatile repetoire has kept this
group at the top of the folk-singing list.
Sunday, October 16 and Monday, October 17 are dates to
keep in mind for here is your
chance to see this famous group
in person. They will be appearing at Massey Hall, (178 Vic8:00 p.m.
toria St.) in Toronto
Sunday and 8:30 pm Monday are
the times. Tickets for this notto-be-missed concert are only
$2.50, so for the best in folk
and folk-rock music, don't miss
the Peter, Paul and Mary concert this weekend, in Toronto.
—

eously ancient." Also on display at this gallery are a number of antiques in a separate
room, lending quite a varied interest to the total display which
will be on exhibit until Oct. 28.
Gallery is open
The Sonneck
Monday through Friday from
1:30 to 5:30 p.m., and by appointment.
U. of W.'s Gallery of the Theatre of Arts is presently displaying some works by Karl May,
a German painter now living in
the Laurentians. Here May has
employed such techniques as
painting with tempera on bark.
He seems to be able to express
the abstract in realism, objective reality in the semi-abstract.
This display is to be at U. of W.
until Oct. 23, and the Gallery is
open every Monday through Friday, from 9 to 5 p.m., Sundays
2 to 5 p.m. Also worthy of note,
the Theatre of Arts presents
noontime films and lectures.
The gaslight Gallery, held in
a remodelled coach house at 397
Queen St. South in Kitchener,
is exhibiting mainly the works
of John Agg of Whitby, Ontario.
Mr. Agg's work includes paint-

by Lynda Ruddy
Contrary

to common

belief,

there lurks in Northern Ireland
a strong faction of level-minded
'our'
who
love
upand
desire
to
dearly
Queen
hold the Protestant tradition of
Great Britain. Up there the noble
Reverend Pailsey, of the Free
Methodist Church, fights a daily
Southern
the
against
battle
Irish Catholic threat.
where
Recently in Belfast,
the Queen was touring, a bold
and impudent youth of seventeen years dared to rock this
boat, and, in a fit of madness,
which he blithely passed off as
whim, tossed a brick at the
countrymen

Queen's

car.

A well-calculated attempt at
assassination such as this, is not
to be taken lightly, so, in true
democratic fashion, this dangerous criminal
was
taken
to
court. All the facts were considered. The judge, no doubt
was overcome with love for his
queen.
And so the boy, who should,
of course, have known better,
was given four years. But take
heart, my boy, for in a couple
of years you too may be made
famous by an inquiry and sub-

sequent report.

ourous

by lan Baker
For those of you who are not
familiar with this title, it refers
to the bars, pubs, hotels and
various other drinking establishments in the immediate area
off campus. A more appropriate
heading might be CURRENT
EVENTS BOOZE; anyway, you
get the point. The following is
a brief rundown on what is
what goes on, and
around,
where.
IN WATERLOO
Between DuThe KENT
pont and Laurel on King. This
bar is frequented by the U of
W engineers. So you can take it
from there
CorWATERLOO HOTEL
ner of King and Erb. No professional entertainment is supplied
although some amateurs stand
between drafts for a short act.
"Rats" are featured regularly
in the Men's Room. The Circus
Room is a decorated bar on the
main floor but it is a drag. Presently the Birch Room in the
basement seems the most popucouples.
Jeans,
lar spot for
-

.

.

.

—

sweaters, mini-skirts etc.
Directly across
The CITY
from the Waterloo Square. The
town bums are the main attraction in the Men's Room. The
Bavarian Room is for couples
only, food required with drinks,
no entertainment and no people.
—

BAD.
Next to fnt»
The ALI BABA
across
from
CITY
Waterloo
Square. A good place to blow a
bundle wining and dining your
chick. No entertainment;
tie
required. Rating: GOOD.
The LONGHORN
In Waterloo Square. Strictly a standard
restaurant with a licence. Casual
attire.
In KITCHENER
The WALPER HOTEL
Corner of King and Queen. Popular
with the older Cats. The Stein
—

—

—

selections,

particularly,

"Skip to My Lou" and "Spanish Flea" by the Marijuana
Brass came across in fine style.
The Jazz (?) well, it wasn't jazz
and it wasn't good. The concert?
great.
—

ings, magazine cut-outs through
paint, and other rather interesting features. Upstairs at the
Gaslight, art classes are being
held, and one may look at the
great variety of talent from
these young artists as well. John
Agg's show continues until Oct.
30, and rhe Gallery is open Tuesday to Sunday, from 2 to 6 p.m.

Sauce Scenes

—

VAGARIES

Having said this, how do 1
justify reviewing the Royal Canadian Regiment Concert Band?
Well, the concert was free but
more to the point, it was good.
The highlight of the programme, to my mind, was the Mexican Folk Symphony It was emotional musi,c, skilfully arranged
and played to bring the audience
from a state of quiet detachment
through rising exitement (the
converging crowd, bullfight and
fiesta movements) to the religious peace of the mass. In the
same vein there were found several classical pieces. The hum-

lan

by

Daker

Room is exclusively for men but
one attraction is the ease with
which one can swipe the steins
on display.
reThe HAUFBRAU Room
(prequires a tie, couples only
ferably one male and one female) and no
entertainment.
This regal spot should be seen
but it is not swinging.
In
The BERKLEY TAVERN
the P.U.C. Bus Terminal. Any
dress will suffice but ties are
suggested. A buffet style meal
is required; it is similar to the
system in our dining hall but it
is referred to as a Smorgasbord.
Good value for $2.00 a plate,,
good drinks at reasonable rates.
No atmosphere but a good place
to start "Pubbing."
In ST. JACOBS
The ST. JACOB'S HOTEL
Just a place to go if you are
hung up for something to do.
anybody
entertainment,
Sick
standard
welcome, any dress,
rates (for sauce and food.)
In HEIDELBERG
The HEIDELBERG TAVERN
No tie required, no entertainment. Suggested outing for
a Saturday; go-Karting in the
for
afternoon, local restaurant
some cheap food, then to the
Tavern for a genuine "stone."
Usually there are numerous university types in this
pub
so
can
develop
swinging scenes
easily.
In BRIDGEPORT
This
The GRAND HOTEL
pad is really "way out." Like,
just everybody should make it.
Dress is optional but ties are
required on the dance floor.
Kitchener
On weekends the
Stenos appear and are reasonThe TWILIGHT
ably cool
Room is the only licensed room
and drinks are overpriced, but
even so, this place is too much,
so make it and face being hung
over the next morning.
—

—

—

—

.

.

.
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Let's talk about you
by Lis

In next week's issue of the Cord,
and in each succeeding issue,
you will find an article concerning you. You may not be able to
find it at first until you have
become accustomed to its disguise. And, it is a disguise which
you all know well. You will find
this article about you under the
title of a book review. Yes, you
have seen that disguise before,
haven't you?
I think that anyone who is intelligent must be a skeptic and,
therefore, I will presume that
all of you \yho read this paper

"KOOTCHIE, KOOTCHIE, KOO"

WUC TAKES TO BROAD casting
This Sunday evening, live on
CHYM, WLU's radio show ON
CAMPUS, will begin a new season. The show will be held in
its old time slot, 11:00-12:00 pm
every Sunday evening.
The show is again under the
directorship of Dave Griffith.
Dave is striving for a top quality
Show which will appeal to all
types of persons. Although promotion of events to come will

play a large role in the show,
various other elements will be
added. More culture and opinion
are to have a regular place in
the show.
The show will be presented
live every week on CHYM, 1490
on your radio dial. This week
hear an interview with Steve
Little on the AUC conference
and an editorial on Registration
Improvements.

happening
Doug

IN MOVIES

Capitol: Walt Disney's Tho
Fighting Prince of Donegal.
Fox: The Spy In Your Eye
and You Must Be Joking
Lyric: Audrey Hepburn and
Peter O Toole in How to Steal
Million.
Odeon: Ambush Bay and Namu
the Killer.
Waterloo: Doctor Zhivago

Dunnington

Frederick Pohl and the K-W
Symphony Orchestra open the
concert season this Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 at the Lyric
Carol
Theatre. Soprano Miss
Ann Curry is guest artist.

IN ART

«

AT THE PUB

Grand: Larry Lee
and the
Leesures continues
to
swing
nightly.
The
Upstairs at the Kent:
Stampeders from Calgary tie up
at the old corral on King St.
for the next few days.

IN MUSIC
Tuesday evening, the
Toronto Symphony under
the
direction of "Seiji Ozawa" will
present a concert at the Kitchener
Memorial
Auditorium.
Special stude.it rates are available.
The next appearance of the
Brethern
renowned
Booster
Band will be Saturday, at Seagram Stadium. If you missed the
last
spectacular
concert at
week's game, you're in for a
pleasant surprise.

Next

University players
Purple and Gold Show merged with the University Players
October 2nd to form the University Players. The following is
a list of executive for the year
1966-1967:
President: John Dalmage
Vice-President: Dan Oliver
Secretary: Ellen Beauchamp
Treasurer: Dianne Rea
Publicity: Raymond Clark
Members at large: Chris Mee
John Evans.

The Twin Cities can now boast
of another new art gallery
on
Queen Street. The Sonneck Gallery, 108 Queen N. opened last
week with a showing of signed lithographs and etchings by
such artists as Arp,
Chagall,
Dali, and Picasso.
An exhibition of paintings by
Marthabel ("the painter of the
flowers") is featured
at the
Kitchener library's art gallery
while the Gaslight Gallery, 378
Queen Street S. is showing a
variety of paintings, enamel on
copper and sculpture by a versatile Canadian artist, John Agg.

CUS policy rejected
Students' council at the Uniof Waterloo
versity
decided
Monday, October 3, to reject
the CUS stand on universal ac*
cessibility, in a bitter, emotional
debate which dragged on until
3 a.m.
After 4 hours of debate, council voted 8-7 with one abstention
to reject the free tuition and
student salary concepts approved at last month's CUS Congress
in Halifax. The vote came after council had passed a "principles of education" resolution,
and other CUS Congress resolutions. Among these resolutions

were statements such as: "Each
individual has the right to an
education. This right must be
guaranteed to him by society."
This passed 17 to 1.
When the Univac resolution
went down to defeat, council
president Mike Sheppard
announced he would have to resign his position.
"I fought this from the guts.
All summer I've battled with the
Ontario government for changes
in the Ontario Aid program. I
can't face Davis (Ontario's education minister) after this."
But Wednesday, Oct. 5, Sheppard was quoted as saying he
will give council two weeks in
which to "come up with something better than the status quo
or else I will resign." He charged the eight councillors who
against
voted
the resolution
were "trying to block others'
chances" for an education.
"I only wish the referendum
could be taken among people
who can't afford to go to university."

WATERLOO THEATRE
Special Student Prices
Monday thru Thursday

A star falls
Into a cool pool
Of midnight blackness,
Creating a silver second
On the rim
Of 1 space.

if* 1

I

You must have your Student
Identification Card
One of the Most Beautiful

WINNER OF 6
ACADEMY AWARDS
Evgs Bpm Mat. Sat & Sun 2 pim
Phone for reserved seats or pick
them up at the Box Office

tt

112
*

Movies Ever Made
—Life Magazine

y nirdS

L

MT

742-1093, 576-1550,
576-1551. Box office open
&

Sun. 2 p.m.
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When

one reads
HemingFarewell to Arms, one
cannot help but place himself
in the position of the two lovers in the Italian army in the
midst of a war. One friend of
mine did so to the extent that,
when she reached the sad ending, she was so upset that she
threw the book across the room.
This was a good book. It allowed the reader to ide/itify and
to react as he would in a similar situation.
So, you see, a book chosen
by you would naturally reflect
you and your ideas.
an
In the column,
attempt
will be made to offer a criticism
or an analysis of reading matter
which will reflect your likes and
dislikes.
A good book should do certain things to you. It should excite you and it should make you
sit up and take notice. Ira Wolpert says a good book must "...
increase the reader's knowledge
of himself ..."
This can be applied to everyone. I am not speaking only to
the Honours English students.
Anyone who is basically literate
and intelligent can experience
the joys of good reading.
Next week, you will find an
article about you under the subject of a book review. It will be
about you because it will be
about good books and Emerson
said, "Tis the good reader that
makes the good book."
way's

VOTE

JIM REID
LIBERAL
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

19

PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM

CAMPUS POLITICAL
ELECTIONS
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19

1'
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER

ing with other's experiences.
An author writes about people
who share our lives and we read
books because we can identify
with the characters involved.
It is quite likely that we
choose our reading material for
its relationship to our lives.
And I'll wager that the majority of books we most enjoyed
contained characters and situations with which we could identify

jgjjk |gl||

Phone

Mat. Sat.

are skeptics. Consequently,
T
don't expect you to believe the
statement which I made in my
first paragraph. But,
because
are
you
intelligent I expect you
to give consideration to my thesis that the book review column
will contain an article about
you.
Let us consider the subject
which is obviously discussed under the heading Book Review.
Of course, the main concern is
books. But, what is a book or,
better still, why is a book?
A book's reason for existence
is obviously its content and its
content exists as a result of
ideas. Where do ideas come
from? They come from you, of
course
not just you intelligent ones but from all people.
Therefore, we can safely say
that a book contains
ideas
which come from you.
Now, perhaps you have never
written a book and you will exclaim loudly that my column is
not about you.
Let us go back to the book
review for a moment and consider why it is in a weekly university paper at all. The paper
is for you and the choice
of books which I will discuss
will come from you. At the moment, I cannot predict what sort
of reading impresses or excites
you but, I must find out if I am
to present a choice of material
which will, I hope, satisfy your
reading needs. Consequently, my
choices will reflect your tastes.
And, the book review column
will, again, reflect you.
Why is a book written? It arises from someone's desire to
communicate an idea or an impression. It comes
from an
author's assessment of the life
and lives what he
witnesses
every day. It has been said that
a good writer is one who expresses ideas and thoughts which
we ourselves experience but are
unable to print into words. It
has also been said by Pearl Buck
that "... people like to read
about themselves ..." We all
have experienced the practice
of identifying
ourselves
with
events and people about whom
we read or hear. If you have

„

FRAGMENTS
by Julie Begemann

Holmes

never done that, I would imagine
that you have never read a book
or watched a television drama.
We cannot help but identify.
When we study history, are
we not taught to put ourselves
into the places of those whose
actions we are trying to justify
or understand? When we make
decisions, do we not base them
partly upon what we have learned of similar problems? You
see, we are constantly identify-

>

of boris pasternaks

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO

PLEASE VOTE FOR THE PARTY
OF YOUR CHOICE

All Students Eligible To Vote

Friday,
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by Dave Berg

you come to

wuc°

A

items

Treasure Van '66
at WUC

treasure
—

van
of exotic
from Koala bears and

boomerangs
to
sandal
wood
soap and jewelry from Iran and
Israel
is on display and for
sale until Friday at the TheatreAuditorium of Waterloo Lutheran University.
—

enjoy,
Dave: What year are you in.
now, Steve?
Steve: "I'm in my 3rd and
final year of a General Arts
Program.
Dave: What positions have you
held in the Student body since
you h&ve been here?
Steve: In my first year, 1 was
vice-president of the freshman
class, in my 2nd year, last year,
I was chairman of the Student
Union
Board
of
Governors
(SUBOG), and this year, president of the Student Council.
Dave: Why did you run for
president of the Student's Council, this year?
Steve: I have become thoroughly involved in student activi-

Proceeds from sale of items
go toward the various projects
of World University Service of
Canada, a volunteer association
of professors and students.
aided
by
Among
projects
Treasure Van sales are seminars and conferences, sending of
Canadian students abroad and
helping overseas students in Canada. Other contributions assist
the growth of universities in the
world's developing nations.

whatsoever?

any regrets

......

Steve: I have no regrets
no. ,1 enjoy .working this way. I
will say .this, that the first
month .or . sq„ .now, is quite trying, with this A.C.U. conference
that's coming , up.
Dave: How much time do you
have for 1 actual school-work?
Steve; Up until now. about
nothing. ;
Dave: How much time do you
spend here?
Steve: I am often here at 9
o'clock in the morning and probably not away until 10 or 11
o'clock at night.
Dave: What are you majoring
in, Steve?
Steve: I'm majoring in Sociology and psychology.
Dave: What do you plan to
do afterwards?
Steve: I want to go into U.
work, not teaching, but administrative work, hopefully in Canada, perhaps in the U.S. Where,
I do not know yet. and take a
graduate course in Psych, or
Sociology, or perhaps student
union work or recreation, and
come back to Canada and work
on a Canadian campus.
Dave: After you were elected
as president to the Students'
Council, did anybody tell you
anything about the job, or did
you just come in "cold" and
have to learn everything by
.

.

yourself?

Stephen Little, president of
the Students Council, declared
the event officially open in ceremonies Tuesday.
Among the exotic and unusual

articles from more than 30 countries are wooden craftware from
Haiti, Hawaii and the Philip
pines; antiquities, from Tibet,
Denmark;
"moon men" from
balancing dolls from Japan and
many other novel items, many
presented for the first time.

Chug-a-lug, Chug-a-!ug

Kaffee
Klatch
Kulture
If you wanl to be a little more
you
underwant to have a greater
standing of the problems of other
nations, if you believe that the
Individual can make the world
a more friendly place in which
to live, come to the International
than

'just"

yourself,

if

Kaffee
Students' Association's
Klatsch in the seminary Building every Wednesday at 7:30
p.m.
A purely social organization,
the ISA last year participated in
the Home Coming Parade and
presented films about Canada,
British Guiana, and the West
indies. Mr. Bruce Weber of the
Indian Affairs Department delivered a controversial lecture on.
"The Economic Status of the
Canadian Indian," The club con
with
programme
its
eluded

A funny thing happened

Pave; Do you.have

.

Steve.: A desire on my part to
get further education, also a desire to come to University, to
take the subjects whicl) I found
interesting' through my associations; in other words, go to U.,
take the. subjects you like, and

Where did Sit Gavain go??

dency.

,

Dave:

Why did

SUBOG gave me an appreciation
of all the activities that were
on campus, and increased my
rapport with the administration,
to aid the students' liason with
them. I felt adequately prepared
for the Students' Council presi-

on

the

way to

the forum,

(what else?)

a Chinese

dinner.

Steve: This touches on a real
problem in student government,
particularly on our campus, and
that is the transition from year
to year. Certainly David Pady
last year's president,
and I
spent
many hours discussing
what was involved. Also, keep in
mind that last year I had become aware of many of the problems, because I was quite close
to Dave, as SUBOG chairman.
If something comes up with
student activities, it automatically goes to Dennis Pettit. This is
his job. Further, if something
comes up with CUS or any one
of the various committees, then
there are other people who look
after this, now myself.
Dave; , What do you find are
some of your most important
jobs'5 .
Steve; Well, so far this year,
it's been as a representative of
the students.
Dave: In what detail?
Steve: Public Speaking, Parents' Day, assemblies, etc. For
many occasions, the administration requjres some student spokesman, and I find myself called
on by Doctor Villaume and Dean
Speckeen to express a students'
viewpoint. Often it's a directive
to the students' council, which
you have to relay from the administration. This must be checked out with the council, and then
I report back.
Dave: As president of the students' council, how much authority do you really have 7
Steve: That's hard to pinpoint.
T would like someone to give
me a job description of student
council president. It would be
interesting to read. You have
authority over the main student
council, in that you are governing
controlling the basic
and
council procedure. An exercise of
authority' is also needed when
1 arii called on to make decisions by Dr. Villaume or Dean
Speckeen. I am also called on
many times to give impressions,
and ideas on various situations
happen
throughout
that
the
school year.
Dave: With regard to the administration, do they still have
final superiority over you in stu-

dent affairs?

Steve: I don't think so. I think
Dr. Villaume listens' intently to
.student council president. I am
very pleased with the relation
that I have with Dr. Villaume. •
We have an arrangement where
we're both responsible, in very
different ways, for the channelling of interests and the aiding
of a 2,400 member-group.
Dave: As president, do you
have any new ideas that you
would like to be brought
through the students' council?
Steve: I'm interested primarily
at this time, in organization, and',
in providing some sort of leadership for student organizations on
campus. Hopefully, this can be
revamping
by
accomplished,
some organization methods, by
getting an adequate filing system 'so we know where these
things are, by the channelling
down of information, hopefully
we can improve the communications between the clubs anr»
organizations. We are lacking
proper channelling of communications ourselves.
Dave: One campus affair that
I think most students are interested in, if not yet, they wili
be, is the incident of meal cards.
Two or three years ago there
was a 5-day meal card. Students
made a ruckus
about it. The
>&

.

Little.

ties, on this, campus, above and
beyond
the Students' Council.

;

INTERVIEW
Last year I had the good fortune
of becoming acquainted
with one of the most influential
1 am
young men on campus.
to,
the
fact
happy
that he is now the president of
the Students' Council, and I hope
that , in the following interview
you. the student body, can learn
a bit about your president. Steve

October 14. 196«i

administration followed with a.
new 6-day meal card. Last year
there was a petition going
around,
which was signed by
close to 1,800 out of 2,200 students; a petition that wanted a
transferable meal card and a
cheaper card which should nos
be for 6 days. Now it is a 7-da,y
meal caird. What's your opinion
on that?
Steve: My opinion is that when
a student comes to university, ha
goes by the regulations. In effect, you will find many campus', and now ours included;
when you register for residency
it automatically includes room,
or in other words you come to
school, you pay for your bed,
you pay for your desk, you also
pay for your meal ticket. It's a
package-room and board.
Dave: What about the transferability of the card 0
Steve: I think transferability
will be a problem when we have
about 850 students eating in the
dining hall and mezzanine now,,
until we get more adequate eating facilities. Incidently, this was
brought up at the council on student affairs, at a meeting last
week,
which
De#n Speckeen
chairs. It is impossible to get
a coffee and a sandwich inside
of 15 minutes, right now. We
know that they are aware that
there is a. food service shortage
on campus but those of us who
are interested in the new Student Union Building would like
to think that we'll have adequate
facilities, once it becomes a real-

ity.
Dave:

What

about

liouor on.

campus?

Steve: Liquor on campus, in
my own personal opinion, should
be allowed. I think it's a part
of the educational process. I
would like to see a beverageroom facility on campus where
students can go to drink with
professors and with the administration. if the administration
feels inclined. It has proven, particularly
the U.S. campus'
in
that this type of atmosphere is
conducive to good drinking habits. I think a situation like this
would lessen the problems that
we have in downtown KitchenerWaterloo I think, however, thai;
many administrative officials are
rather lenient, or would be soinclined to have this type of arrangement on campus.
Dave: But it has been done.
Steve: It has been done .
t
yes. But how do you control the
fact that there are students of:
age and students who are minors, You know that they are all
going to have it if you let
one have it, and I think it aIJ
points to a central area on campus, if this is come-.
.
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by Charles S. Burchill
Continued from last week.
THE CASE OF TIBET

Ohlinese military forces suppressed a brief re1beiJion in the
reonrote province of Ti.bet in 1959.
'I1his action bas often been cited,
i•111a00Ufl'l81te!ly, a.5 an exampile of
Chinese a®,gressi•v eness against
neighboorin.g states. The fact, of
course, is that Tibet has never
been rooogn!ized by any power
as am independent state, and
tba+t every i•nternational treaty
OOI'IICem~n.g 'Itibet bas recog·nized
tlhat province as an integral part
of chi·oo. Like other ch1nese
provi•JreeS, a·n d lli•ke American
Sla•t.es or Oanadian Provinces,
Tilbet had a 1oca•l government,
but thefl'e bas nevea- been any
dooibt t!hat 1Jhis was 9Ubord~nate
to the ceninJ government oof
Ohina and subject to Chinese
Jaw.
Wlhen tlhe Communists came
ro power in 1949 some sweeping
conostitutiona•l changes were enacted. 'I1hese included the abolition of landoloroism, and the confiscation of J.apge land-ed estates,
inoelUJdohl!g monast!ic properties;
the lihNa.ti{m of serfs and chat-
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The Indian Border Dispute
'I1he present govell'nment in
Peking is the suece·ssor of earJ,i er
}J'l',,periai amd Republlican governments which gave up la:l'ge a·r eas
Olf f-ormerly Ch-inese territOry to
foreign oonquero·r s-Hong Kong
and Bul'm.a to Britain; tihe Amur
VlaJ.ley ro Russia; Indo-China to
Fra·JJJCe; and Korea and Thiwan
to Japan, 'I\he new Pe•king gove'l'nment announced in 1949 that
it would respect an border
treaties made by preceding
Cbi•nese gover.nments, a•nd so far
this seems w be its settled
pOlicy.
. .
.
There was, howe·ver, a large
seeoon of the Ohi•nese · border
that hfid neveT been propepJ,y defined or sU!I.'veyed, includiing the
14ne between China and the formefl' British pos.sessi()ns. The ·50.'
ca.Jded "McMaihon ]line", drawn on
some BritiSJh ma~ps, had never
been accepted by an·y Ohinese
government, and some of the
terrirory south ol it had never
been included i.n tlhe fiseal or
oomi·nii-strative system O!f BritiSih
Indtia.
'I1he Pekin.g government, after
1949, entered in1Jo direct negot·

efl'. The lndia-ns rested theilr case
chiefLy on unofrficiai maps - in
books pwbHshed by tra•veUers,
by missionary orga•nizaHons, by
a British printi·n g house in Shanghai, and on negotiations beliween the British and Tibeta·n
autlhol'ities which t!he Chinese
governments had consistently refused ro recognize. They demanded that the Ohinese ·ahandon the
road that had been buj,J·t tJhrou.gh
the Aksai Chin, and eventua•Hy,
m 1962, attempted to expel tlhe
· ·
Chinese by force.
11he Chinese held their li-ne in
Lad.ak!h, and. the.ri · adv:a nced 'A •
shoot distance in•to India far ro
t!he east. They defeated the
Indian fQI'Ces llhere and captured
a lall'ge num~ O!f prisoners and
a considerable qua·nt~rty od' equipment. After the India·n s ha-lted
theiil." a.tJtacks in Ladawh, tJle
Chinese retired behi·nd t'h e Me·
Ma·hon line in the eastei'n area,
released the prioonen; they had
tark en and repaired and returned
the tanks a•nd art!iHery that they
had captured. 'I1here was no
tr·ea-ty to end this war, not even .
a cease-fill'e a.greeme•nt. During
tJhe war, ddploma-tic relations

ready civoo - our rclu&al ro
pern1ilt an~ definli1Jion of a•g,g!l'ession; our reHa·nce on our control
Orr a majority in tJhe · Securiey
Council and i'll the Assembly to
discfredi.t our enemies and ro
exonerate oocselves, and our ilnsista.nce tha1t a verdict of gui!lrty
should be reached wi·t,h out heall'ing the defence O!f the acCusedthese are aJl tll'avesties of justice
more appropria·te to a ka.ng·a roo
COUil't in the backwoods O!f Mississippi t·han ro an international
assembly. 1We have wlerated and
t&ken adV1anota.ge of these abuses
ol due pro<:es5 'beCau§e·," so "far, ~
they ha.ve wOII"ked to our ad!Va•nta.ge and to the oonrfusion O!f OU!I.'
enemies. lin 1Jhe loog run, tbe
ool'lltempt ror law and the pefl'version of justice can work on•ly to
ow." disadvantage.
.
We mll'st reacll a.greement on
wh.at interna·t ional behaviour is
oriminal, even irf it means tha·t
we oon no longeT be/have m
orim.i-naJ flllshion ourselves wiltihout standing condemned. We
must c:rea.te institutions and
procedures under whic·h aU potentiail'ly criminal na•tions, includi.Jng oU!I.'selves, can safely disarm

tetrpreta tion orf tJhe prophecies as
in 1Jhe,i r i.mmedliate poloitica[ oc
scientific act!i·V'iltes. Suc<h prophets seldom allow 1Jheilr supersl!itions to interlea-e with 1Jheir
pract1ica1I cal1C'Utla•t1ions.
'I1he prophetic view O!f tihe
woiild he•ld by tlhe Ohinese Marxists starts w1th two iliJdisputJa,b le
f~t.s: the first, tlhat the WOI"Jd is
dlivided into two distinCit a['eas,
a rich aa'ea (NOiftb America and
western Europe) a•nd a poor area
composing most O!f the world.
The second OOSe!l'·Valtion is that
the pooc areas produce chiefly

'iii.'W matenals~a:oo. t.lie riC.fi area~
manufactured good·s, and tlhat
these are excba-lliged 3Jt rntes
which perpetuate the poverty of
the poor areas. These two observations are mere platitudes, recognized everywhere and anywhere recognized as symptoms of
a worldwide malaise. A third observallion of the Chinese theorists
is the existence O!f a complicated
network O!f ma,rket:ing ol'ga:nizat·
ions, mining co•ncessions, plan1:·
ati.on co•ooessions, patenlt rights,
a•n d international} treaties, devised by interests and go·v ernments
in the l'lich a['eas, a-nd oollective,l y

The Corel Feature

China(//): Tibet, India and "Revolutionary Wars"
tel slaves; and the modernization
O!f fam1ly law, so that men could
n•o longer sen their chidren or
11heir wiv·es. Many of these abuses
bad already disappeared in other
parts of OhJna, after reforms introduced by tJhe revolution in
1911. These reforms had never
pene1l'ated to Tibet, where the
moooste·ries were the lall'gest
landowners, where serfdom or
slavery was the cond•i tion Oif the
majorirty od' l!he inhabitants; a:nd
where family law was extremely
primitive, As a special concession, the province Oif Tibet was
given a ten-yealf extension to
pel'Dllit the gradual introduction
ol the refurms· tbat were carried out muclh mOire rapidly elsewhe-re. 'I1he fibetan government,
however, made llittle attempt to
modernize its ·l ocal la.ws, a.nd the
extension Oif Chinese law to
Tibet j,n 1959 pro~ked a short
rebei.lion. A considerable number od' refugees crossed tlhe boroe~r
to India, ta•wing with them harrow1ng 1Ja1les O!f the severity with
whiclh. the rebelli()n had been
suppressed. As a result of tlhese
tales, Ohina was widely accused
of genoctide as well as Oif ag~g·res
sion.
So ~ar as the charge of ag,g ression is ooncerned, it is p>
l1ainly
nonsense. The situation in T·i bet
exactly para•Hels that in t:he
United States at tlhe time of tJhe
Civil War. Then the ruling clas-ses in the southern states, feeling their prlivate property and
personal sta-tus menaced by the
growing anti-slavery sentimer
in the nortJh, rebelled against
1Jhe feder:a1l government. The
civi1 . wall' that foHowed was prolonged and bloody, whereas the
'I1ibet1an rebel>lion was over within a few wee-ks. If we accep t th a·t
the supp.resS"ion of rebellion and
the ab olition of slavery in the
United St1ates a century ago was
a good tJhing, we can hardly
ma.intain tlhaot the suppression of
rebeHion and Jlhe aboloition of
slave-ry in Tibet was totally bad.
The charge of genocide has
been ca;reful"ly investiogated by
two non"Commun~st British journal•i sts od' long experience and
a high reputao!Jion for accuracy.
They have traveUed widel\Y in
Tibet, and halVe concluded that
the re.be!Hon inV1o•lved only a
sma!J part O!f the population;
that it was quickly suppressed
wit;h littJle loss of life or destruction od' property; and that tlhere
is now general support flor the
new Mder in T1bet. If these conCilusions ar:e oorrect, and there
is no rea&oiJl to douht them, tJhen
11he charge of genocide is as
groundless as is the charge of
a.g.gression.

'

ia•tion with a number 1>f neigh·b ou1.'1ng sta•tes, atn d reached amicable bounda!l'y settlements wHh
Mghantistan, with Ne.p al, with
Burma, and fina)lly with Pakista~n . In Illl>ne O!f these cases did
Chi·n a exea-t any pressure on her
neighJbou!l's, and proved very
genefl'Ous in adjusting the boundall'y to meet theill' wiSihes - a
rntionaoJ aH-itude, since !!h"e di-s-puted tNritory was thinl;y popul'a4Jed and O!f little economic
v.a:Iue. India declined several invitat:ions to c1arif.y the OOrder,
:oot fu-om tell'!l'li•tOifial ambition it
w.Juild seem, but from sheell' proCll"astin-atioo.
In '1954, the Chinese bega·n the
oonStJrU(!oon of a road fi.om Sinkiang tlQ western Ti•bet, folJow!ing
a1n old CJaii'aVJan rood through tlhe
towering mounta~ns of the region. Part Off this road lay througJh
the Aksad Ohin wilderness, cllllim.
ed by India as a part ol the
distl'ict orf Ladakh in Kashmilr.
The Indian title to Kashmilr it·
selrf ~s dubious; the Kaskmiri
cla~m to Ladakh, conquered from
Tibet in t·h e 1850's by the Prince
orf Jummu, Gull3lb Singh, a•nd inhalbited by Tilbetan- spea•ki•ng
Buddhtists hav•ing lit1Jle in oommon with the Moslem Kashmill"is,
is even more d•ubious. The bound~ary be<tween Tibet and Kashmir
had nevefl' been legaloly defined,
and t ih e tll'ad~tlional Oh>inese
claims v.a~ried widely fvom those
adVJanced by India. Much of
Ladawh was V'irtuaHy uninhahit·
ed, a•n d though a f.e w Indian
patrols had moved towards the
:lil'ontier in 1950, they do not
seem to have reached the Aksai
Chin M to have raised any objection to the movement Oif the
Chine~e fo.rc-es along the caravan
route from Si nk~ ang to Tibet,
and th·is road continued in reg.
ular use.
The 1954 1Jrea-ey regulating
1roveil and commerce between
India and T1bet makes no mention of a border problem, and
when the Chinese mHitall'y en•gineers improved 1Jhe old caravan
route into a modell'n motor road
1Jhere was no objecHon from
Iindia. Howeveil', in 1958 thel!'e
were a few encounters between
India and Chinese boroe!l' pat'l'ols,
a•nd a vi1g orous dipl1omatic exchange begrui. The Chinese rested their Cla·im on two counts tlhe unJ(HStul'bed use and possession orf the calfa·v an route from
remote antiquity, and the official
recognliiion, by bo•tlh the British
a•nd the JDJdJi,a n ma-ps, o4' tlhe
Ladaklh frontier as " undefined",
as it was so jndioa-ted botth on
the Survey orf India maps (to
1952) all1d on tlhe 1940 map pll'epaxed by Che Royail Ca-rtograph-

were mai.nt~ajned between Pek- 31nd trust ro t'he protection of
ing and Delih·i, and trade and impart!ia•l and enfor-ceable law.
travel were no.t cut off. If agWhat About
gression had occwrred, it is
"Revolutionary Wars"?
difficult to 83\Y who was tJhe
Chinese Marx,ist leaders maina.ggress·Oil', and cerbai·nly casuaolt- ta·i n th·alt revoluUonary wars am:e
ies and other losses we!l'e min- botih inevi·tahle and justifiable.
imal.
'I1hey g~ive moral sup·p ort, and
11hree years liater, during the might even give ma•terial supcourse of the India-Pakistan war port to such wars. It has been
in 1965, Oh~na demanded tha•t
all'gued theref01re that Ohina,
lindia remove certain mHitacy which approves of revolutionary
outposts from the d~sputed area wars, i6 ddfferernlt :f.irom other
between Sikk-im and NepaJ; and na tiOIMI, wlho want p e a c e,
asked compensation for sixty- a-nd that Ohina cannot be a
.fiive yaks stolen by Indian hcia[ member O!f any organization
tr~bes. Not•h ing important came
whose object is to maintain
.eQt ol i;beBe .~ b~ . ~ ~~~
probably bad more effect if1 _.eel anost oolif Of his speech
Cihecking the Indian in!Vasion oof on Nove-mber 8 to deve1loping
Bakistan tihat dud the plea-s eman• this theme, but he made the
ating :f.irom Washington, London error O!f confusing tihe policy of
and .Mio·scow.
the Ohinese g~<>vernment willh the
The Flaw in the
prophecies orf Ohinese mysta.gog-

Argument

ues.

Ohi:ne·s e aggil."ession in India is
The pol~ey of the Ohi'lli€Se
almost entirely mythica.J. Ohinese ~vernme•nt has been the prudact-ions in '.11i!bet and KOil'ea are enlt promotion O!f Ohi·nese ~n•teT
certainly not mythica~, but the ests. 'I1his prudence involves,
e~tent w which they were a.g gresa-mong . othea- things, the avoidsive depends on the poi•n t orf . ance O!f wars which Oh•i na wou~d
view. Just as it is poss•1ble for an be certa~n to lose, a•n d the avoidAmeTican to argue sincell'ely that cmce of responsilbHiihles which
tJhe C1vi[ Wall' was a domestic would inerea·se iJts d~fficu:Jties.
alf\fa•ill', oot an example ol inter· Ohi100 avoided pall"tieipation in
na-tiona[ aoglgtt'e-ssion, s 0 the the Korean war until actuaUy
Ohinese can a•pply tlhe same logic th!l'ea•terned with attack, just as
to their action in T~bet. Just as she bas avoided being d·r ·a wn inan America111 oan co•novince himto tlhe watr in Vietnam in spite of
self witlh very llittle dHficulty gl'ave pro~c·wtoion. Oh:ina wilU
that the American bombing o4' proba.bly continue to avoid war,
NOII"th Vi·e tnam is not a.g gression a•t Jeast whHe she is a>t a dismaybut a purely defensive measure, ing disad-Vla•nta.ge ion armaments,
so the Chinese can convince
in transport and in i•ndustriai
themselves that their response to power.
the in\'asion of Noll'th Ko-rea was
Similarly thell'e is no danger
a defensive action untainted by orf Ohina mUiltiplyin.g her heavy
a.ggression.
responsihiolities by taking over
The :1:1atal weakness in all these the problems of some hundreds
arguments lies in tJhe .fact t1hat
od' minions of stall'ving Indiallls,
no man (and no nati on composed Plakistanis or Indonesians. Ordof emo•tion aJ human beings) can inary prude•n ce and common
be an impartiratl judge o.f his own sense wou1d indicate !Jha·t Chin13
case. In the absence o£ any body would be wise to keep t-he peace
capable O!f defining exactly what wit!h her neighbours and even
constitut,es aggression, e•a ch na~t more witlh the gr.e at powers.
ion must be the jud·ge Oif its own Since Chinese leadership 1Jo date
case.
has been remarkiably shrewd,
This was the weakness in the
Chinese pooHcy wild probably
Oll'i,g inal concept of the United continue to be non-a.g.g ressive.
Nations. That o~g;anizat~on is
Unfortuooltely, Ohina political
based on the soverei.g1n ty of the ·theooi&ts are not merely I>O'liticmember s·tJates - on t1h e dght of ia1ns; the•y a~e prol)hets as wen.
eacih nation to decide the merit They all'e oontinuaUy intel!'preNng
O!f a,n y case in which it is involvand re-interpreting the future
ed, a•n d to use any means, in- O!f the wo·r'ld. fn the same wa·y,
cluding waif disguised as self· in t!he recent past, western public
defence, to further its interes>ts. fi,gutres used to gpe.nd countless
It is true t:hat cell't•a•i n inopell'at- hours interpreting t!he Book O!f
1ve machinery was set up, par- Da.nie1l or tJhe Book of Revelatticulalflly the Internat!ional Ooull't, ions to discover the future . Such
which mi.g ht have deveJ.oped in sup.erst:ition is quite compatible
the directi'o'n of a world system wi>
!Jh poloitical aoomen or scie-ntod' law .a•nd ·Ord-e!l', but we have
i.flic bni.JITi1ance. Bo.t h Oliver OromdeJ.iberotely obstructed any such weill and Sir Isaac Newton were
deveLopment. 'I1he ex•amples a[- at loeaslt as in1terested in 1Jhe i'll·

determininlg whalt is produced,
where it is produced, a•n d who
gets tihe product.
From th-e obseHation that
these conditions exist, t h e
Chinese theorists pass to !!he
judgement tiha1t tJhell'e is a casual
oonnecti!on between tlhem - that
the wea~th O!f 1ihe West, and bhe
poverty O!f 1Jhe East and South,
are the resu1111; O!f economic ar· 11
mngement.s 1mposed by the Wes-t,
throug1h .fioree or fraud, Oon the
rest of tJhe WO!l'ld.
Next we pass .firom judgement
to pro~hecy. 'I\he Chinese tJheorists pr·e dict that in tlhe pool'
countries poverey allld denial of
opportunity willl bll'eed discontent. This d1isconten>t w.jJll be repressed by governments drawn
f.rom elites who profit by the
status quo, and supported by
gi()V'ernmenots od' tlhe wealtt hy nations who also profi:t by 1•h e existing a•rmngements. Increasingly,
in t1he poor countries, g()vernments based on the oo·nsent of
the people wi1Ll disa.ppear, and
wi•}l be repl,a ced by governmen~,s
kept in power by naked force
a-nd reJ.yin1g o•n wea•p ons supplied
by bhe rich countries for the
violence needed to enfo.r ce subm1~;sion. 'I1he violence , O!f tlhe
governments wil~ breed resista.ooe tJhat wio).} develop into
popula·r revo1lut:ion.
Aooord•in.g ro th·is Ohirnest!
pl'ophecy, such !'e·vo>lutions are
as inevita.b le as if they were
divinel•y oll'da.ine1I, a•nd as "ri-ght''
as itf they were the will O!f God .
Holdi•n g such 1Jheories, there is
no doubt t:hat the Ohinese will l
enooumge reV1ollutionary moV'ements in other oountll'ies among
(Continued on Page 12)
Th e U of T' s Inter nationa l
Teach -in on Chi na starts today
at Varsi ty Stadium. Major sessions are to take place toni ght,
Friday, October
14: ' I N SIDE
CHINA TODAY, Saturday, October 15: CHINA AND THE
EMERGING NATIONS and
CHINA AND THE INDUSTRIAL
NATIONS, and Sunday, October
16: WORLD RESPONSE TO
CHINA,

****

Professor C. S. Burchill is
Professor of History and Economics at Royal Roads; National
President, World Fedemli sts of
Canada.
This article is reprinted from
a pamph!·et published by the
Study Group on China Policy
(3780 Point Grey Road, Vancouver 8, B .C.). F urth er copies
are avai lable at 25c f or an individual copy, $1 for five copies
and $3 for twenty copies.
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SPO R~
by John Watson
Is it rea lly necessary that WUC
lose a number of her students
each year to other universities?
For the past few years WUC has
been sending many of her students to other institutions after
the completion of tlteir Bachelor
of Arts Degrees. The main reason for this sit u11tion is quite
clea r. WUC does not offer a
Physical E d ucat ion P r ogra m. It
is rather shocking to imagine
that a university with an e nrolment of over 2,400 students and
a t eaching capacity that includes almost every facet of education fails to offer Physical Education.
It is my belief that of all the

fields of education today, there
certainly could not be one more
important than Physical Educa·
tion. This field is becoming more
and more important because
people today are faced with an
increasing amount Gf leisure
time. It is the responsibility oi.
the physical educators to hel-p
witlt this problem. For this rea-

·son WUC should be making her
contribution to the world
of
physical education.
It has been brought to my attention that the facilities of WUC
are somewhat lacking in the field
of physical education. This fact
is absolutely fake . If you care
t o ask your parents what type
of physical education facilit ies
were available to them or even
the facilities that were -available
t o you , you will realize that the
f acilities at WUC are q uite ade·
quat e.

In order to operate a Physical
Education Prog ram properly, it
is necessary to have a cC'mpetent
staff. At the present time three
of our staff me mbers hold MA
Degrees in Physical Education
and are ther efore fully qualified t o t each Physical Educa·
tion on the univer sity level.

by Bruce Stewart

If we do not start soon with
a PHE program, we are going
t() be left far behind other universities. It is up to you, t:he
student body, to see that WUC
has a PHE program in 1967.

There was a difference last
Saturday in our football team.
It was the pass defence. They
played a spectacular game picking off 4 passes and running one
of them back for a T .D. After
allowing a lone T.D. through the

DEFENSE plus OFFENCE ·equals 29-0

A CAREER FOR YOU IN
ECONOMICS

STATISTICS

*

*

SOCIOLOGY

with the Civil Service of Canada
Yoo can participate
in Eeonomic Research
studies oa:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation
Marketing
Trade Agreements
Tariffs
'[u.,.ticm
Labour Marltets
Welfare Programs

..

QUALIFYING EXAM -- OOOB£R 19 at 7:00 P.M'"
ROOM tEl, ARTS BLDG.
Exemption: only for those who hold Master's
or Doctorate Degrees in 1967.
TO APPLy. It is preferred that you send, in advance of the exami~ation,

-------·Application Form CSC 100 (available at the Placement Office) to
the CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVI'JRSITY
RECRUITMENT, O'ITAWA 4, ONTARIO. It will be possible also
to complete an Application Form at the examination.

Watch for a PANEL DISCUSSION on this subject
coming to your campus soon.

CAREERS FOR YOU
e
e
e
e

of Canada as
with the Civil Service
e

Ec9Romist or Statistician
Historian or Archivist
Management Analyst
Fina.o ee Officer

e

e
e

Administrative Officer
Personnel Administrator
CommerciaL and Industrial Analyst
Foreign Service Officer

QUALIFYING EXAM
GOOBER 19

7:00 P.M.

ROOM tEl, ARTS BLDG.
Exemption: only for those who hold Master's
Doctorate Degrees in 1967.

M"

FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM·
To Be Written In Addition To Qualifying Exam

OCTOBER 20 -- 7:00 P.M.
ROOM tEl, ARTS BLDG.
No Exemptions
TO APPLY: It is preferred that you send, in advance of the
examination, Application Form CSC 100 (available at the
Placement Office) to the CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA, UNIVERSITY RECRUITMENT,
OTTAWA 4, ONTARlO. It will be possible also to complete an Application Form at the examination.

air a ga ins t the Unive r sity of
Montreal Carabins , and knowing
that Carleton was intending on
filling the air with passes , ba_ckfield coach Howard Lockhart
went to wurk. The week preceding the Carleton game was one
in which the secondary shed
blood, sweat, and tears . Carleton, from th e scouting r eports,
was a passing team ; but when
they arrived here last Saturday
they didn 't know what they were
in for. An inspired Hawk defence
held the Carleton Ravent scoreless and in doing this picked Gff
4 passes and blocked a kick.
Early in the first quarter Tom
Allen boomed a punt right out
of the Raven ' s end zone to put
W.U.C. on the scoreboard. AU
afternoon Allen was in excellent
form ending up with a 55.4 yd.
avg. per kick. Our offensive
line seemed to have a little
trouble in picking up t p e i r

Wack&. aDd therefore

.r

uing attack occasionally seeijied
to grind to a halt, but Dave
McKay went to the air and in
the second quarter found John
Kruspe in the End Zone for the
score. The conv.ert wa s missed
and W.U .C. led 7-0. The defence,
starting to get fired up, blocked
a Rave n punt and after a wild
sc r amble we recovered on their
50-yd. line. On Carleton's next
ser ies of down s, Greg McQueen
pic ked off one of Bob Amer 's
passes on the R aven's 3!)-yd. line
and ra mbled in for the T .D. H is
conve r t was good and a t h alftime the Golden H awks were up
14-0.
"Toughie" m ust have raised
hell at half-time because we
started to move the ba ll in the
second half. With the R aven defenc e opening up McKa y hit Jeff
Brown, as he b roke down and
ou t across the Ca rleton's goal
line. Br own · pla ying at offensive
right end caught two passes for
66 yds . and while on defence intercepted a pass. McQueen kicked the convert for Brown' s T .D.
and the score was 21-0. On the
Raven 's next assault Chr is Bailey
picked off th e 3rd inter ception
or" the afternoon thus thwa rting
another Raven drive. In the remaining m inutes of the 3rd quarter Allen booted anothe r s ingle
and the Hawks were up 22-0.
In the final period Adrian Kraayeveld was r esponsible for the
last interception.
When a team is leading in the
dying minutes of a ball game

Attention Drummers
(Beginners to Advanced)
The opportunity to study
with the area's OQly

Full Time Drummer '

.

WIH

there seems to be a tend ency
to let down a bit. But this wasn't
the case with our iired-up defence . Carleton' s only good scaring opportunity <;arne when Amel."
completed a spectacular pass tG
his end . The receiver broke between two Hawk defenders and.
headed for scoring territory.
From the stands he looked like
he wa s gone, bu t then a solitary
figure began closing the distance
between himself and the Carleton end . Adrian Kraayeveld ia
a last effort to prevent the Raven's from scoring, caught up an<i
with a diving tackle dropped the
excited pass receiver on our 1G
yd . line . Thus ended CarletGn'i
last scoring hopes .
Behind some fine play calling
by McKay we powered our way
down to · gridiroa, alld Joha
Watson capped a·n excitlng afternoon by ploughing over for the
f()urth and final T.D. Gf the da,-•
· ~;;J·~~.!P Ut.e bodies had beea
et'ellr
u.1 tile clbst bad .Ue4.
the final score was Waterloo
Lutheran University Go I d e a
Hawks - 29 Carletan Universit1
Ravens -0.
Offensively the Hawks piled up
353 yds ., 217 yds. rushing and.
136 yds. passing. Watson ai
tough a s usual gained 101 yds.,
and Murra y Markowitz besides
catching a few passes scampered
fo r 52 yds. Ken Bussey, Greg
McQueen, a nd J ohn Kruspe com·
pleted our ha r d running backfield .
Pa ssing, McKay was 6-14, with
one interception. Pa ul Ma rkle at
left offensive end caught twG
p asses for 35 yds. Afte r our
wins over Montre al and Carle toll
WUC moved up in the rankings
for the Ca nad ia n Colleges. Following a r e the top ten teams io.
Canad a.
( 1) University of Toronta
(2 ) Queen's
(3 ) Weste rn
(4 ) McGill
(5 ) Wa terloo Lutheran
Universi ty
- (6 ) McMas ter
(7 ) Alber t a
(8 ) St. Francis Xavier
(9 ) Ma nitoba
(10 ) St. Mary' s.
Ed. Note: This weekend The
Golden Hawks travel to Montreal for a game a gainst Loyola.
For all you fan s that can make
this game let' s show our team
that we're with them.
Raise Hell.

UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Sunday, October 16
10:30 a.m.
Subject:

is now available to you !
Contact

"Economic Concepts"

Bernie Carroll

Dr. W. R. Needham,

745-8070 or 745-4078

136 Allen St. East

DO IT NOW!
Openings are Limited

Speakers:
U of Waterloo ,
(at Moore Ave.)
Wa ter loo

Friday.
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Cross Canada Football
By Canadian University

Press
Alberta
each
Toronto and
.moved a step closer at the weekend toward a return engagement
hi the national college football

final.
Varsity Blues,

who

defeated

.Alberta last

year in the College
Bowl, thrashed Western Ontario

45-7 before

13.205 fans in ToGolden Bears issued similar punishment to Calgary Dinosaurs by dumping the
Dinnies 44-7 in Calgary.
Prior to Saturday's action. Toronto and Western were tied for
second place and Alberta was in
eighth position in Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union ratings.
Canada's top
rated college
*eam. Queen's Golden Gaels,
were hard-pressed to defeat unranked McGill Redmen in Montreal Saturday. Their 28-16 victory extended Queen's
threeyear winning streak over McGill to seven games.
Eigth-ranked University of Ottawa were upset 8-6 by unranked University of Waterloo; unranked Saskatchewan surprised
tenth-ranked Manitoba Bisons
19-14; fourth-ranked McMaster
dumped unranked Royal Military
St.
College 54-8; sixth-ranked
Mary's from Halifax
trounced
imranked Mount Allison 60-7;
seventh-ranked Loyola defeated
unranked Guelph 14-0 and un-

ronto. Friday,

-

ranked Carleton clobbered unranked Laurentian of Sudbury
48-12 in other weekend games.
The Blues took advantage of
several Western mental lapses

mi

in piling up their points against
the Mustangs. Quarterback Bruce
scoring
Taylor led the Blues'
with 14 points on a touchdown,
five converts and a field goal.
Other touchdowns went to defensive halfback Andy Szandtr.er, guard Jim McMahon. fullback Mike Raham, halfback Nick
Digiuseppe and end Mike Eben.
Szandtner scored his touchdown on a 52-yard punt return
43
and returned another punt
set
Raham's
major.
to
yards
up
yards after
McMahon ran 25
blocking a punt to score his
touchdown. Toronto gambled on
three third-down situations and
scored touchdowns each time.
A 41-yard pass from quarterback Bob Israel to end Roger
Robbins set up Western's lone
major which was scored by fullback Dave Garland and converted by Art Froese.
Alberta broke open its game
with Calgary in the third quarter on touchdowns by end Pete
Tyler, halfback Gil Mather and
quarterback Terry Lambert. The
Bears took an 11-0 lead into the
second half as the result of a
converted touchdown scored by
halfback John Violini, a single
and a safety touch. Newcomer
Ross Bradford and Violini added
touchdowns in the fourth quarter. Ludwig Daubner converted
five of the six Bear majors.
Whitey Tuss converted his
own touchdown for Calgary late
in the final quarter.
combined
Queen's
finesse
with solid ground-gaining ability
in defeating McGill. The more

o

mnmsff

Well here we are back again with a new head and a new
problem. I didn't hear too much response from you after the
last problem. What's the matter? Nobody want to get a free dinner?
Anyhow, the challenge for this week should be an interesting one
for you and here it is.
Time Limit 45 minutes.
Problem no. 2
A man had no money but he had a gold chain which contained
23 links. His landlord agreed to accept 1 link per day in payment for rent. The man, however, wanted to keep the chain as intact as possible because he expected to receive a sum of money
with which he would buy back what he had given the landlord. Of
course, open links can be used in payment too, and "change" can
be made with links already given to the landlord.
What is the smallest number of links which must be opened
iri. order for the man to be able to pay his rent for 23 days?
As always the answer to this and the other problems will be
available in the CORD OFFICE after noon on Friday.

This year the football Golden Hawks
are 3 and 0 on the season having beaten Laurentian, U of Montreal, and
Carlton. Tackling like this has sparkreceived
experienced
Gaels
touchdowns from speedy halfback Doug Cowan and one each
from halfback Bayne Norrie and
rookie quarterback Don Bayne.
All Queen's touchdown were
converted by Guy Potvin.
McGill, who led Queen's 20-15
in first downs and 335 to 329 in
total yardage, centred its attack around a series of long
passes from rookie quarterbacks
Robin McNeil and John Fielders
End George Springate kicked
three field goals for the Red men
and converted their lone touchdown scored by halfback Mike

Williams.
In

Saskatoon,

the

fired-up

Huskies not only scored their
first victory of the season, but
also their
first touchdowns.
Ron
Allen, halfback
Fullback
Gord Garvie, and end Dave Williams accounted for the Huskie
majors, and Garvie added one

THE SCENE

THE LADY

Ed a tough hawk defense which has
yielded only 13 points in
the three
league games so far.

convert. Allen's touchdown was

Loyola

Waterloo trailed Ottawa

Gee-

Gees until the fourth quarter
when Brian Irvine scored on a
yard
three
halfback sweep.
Waterloo's winning points came
on a safety touch when Ottawa
-

swan

...........

scored

converted

touchdowns in the second and
third quarters to defeat Guelph
on
the
latter's
rain-soaked
field. Guelph had two touchdowns called back because of
penalties.
Quarterback Bob Amer threw
touchdown passes to Bruce MacGregor, Dave
Dalton, Clem
Chappel, Steve Rothwell and lan
McKie in leading Carleton Ravens to their victory in Ottawa.
Other Raven TDs came from
Bill Journey and Mike Sharp.
Sharp also scored three converts
and a single.
Laurentian quarterback Tom
Baker passed to Hugh Dougan
and Ross Court for his club's
two majors. Court's touchdown
came on a 95-yard pass-and-run
play.

Markowski.

lake

shiek captivating
-

............

THE COSTUME

exciting suggestive
-

THE RESULT

—

quarterback Don Lewicki was
caught trying to pass from his
own end zone.

the result of a 92-yard pass-andeffort with quai'terback
run
Walt Nibogie.
Manitoba's touchdowns were
John
scored by quarterback
Milne and halfback Tom Feasby. The defeat evened Manitorecord at one win and one
loss.
St. Mary's piled up a walloping 606 yards to outclass Mount
Allison. The Huskies got five
touchdowns from Ted Purnell,
rookie of the year in the Atlantic Football Conference in
1964. Other touchdowns came
from Mike Blackmore, Ernie
Turek, Bill Baldwin and Ron
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HOW WELL DO YOU
KNOW THE USSR ?
Now is the time to subscribe for 1967 newspapers, journals and magazines published
in the Soviet Union. Valuable prizes are
offered in this year's subscription contest.
Catalogues and contest details available
upon request. Something to interest everyone
technical subjects, art; magazines
for the student of Russian and/or International Affairs.
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TROYKA LIMITED
799 COLLEGE ST., TORONTO, ONT.

Ever wonder what makes an evening enchanted? People.
Yes, people make
it enchanted. People like those who sold you your new clothes, the clothes
that make you look so suave and worldly tonight. People like the waiter who
will bring you your whiskey sour and steak after the show. People like the man
who sold you the car you're driving tonight. People like those who created the
music that will promote the right mood later on in those quiet, private moments of your enchanted evening. These people all have one common trait.
They all advertise in "THE CORD WEEKLY". Why not let a "CORD" advertiser
help you plan your next enchanted evening. He's an expert.

SUPPORT A CORD WEEKLY

enchanted evening maker)

THIS WEEK.
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Student Revolution: A Quebec View
By DANIEL LaTOUCHE

councils

are

dead

Student
ducks, and everybody should be
especially stuhappy about it
dent councillors themselves.
There is nothing tragic in this
process and instead of looking
for new ways of keeping the
traditional structure alive, student leaders would start thinking of new patterns themselves
and the student population.
This is what we have already
started to do in Quebec.
I don't intend to explain what
—

you should do; the student and
social situations of our two societies are too different to allow any projection of solutions.
Student councils have a rather
long history in Quebec. In universities and classical colleges,
the first task of students, usually with the help of the administartion, was to build a representative student council responsible for all stqdent affairs on
the campus.

The functions of these student governments were nurne-

£ Star IRms Shopp

Look Like An Athlete, Even If You're Not!
Strut around the campus looking like a four-letter man.
You'll look the part because our Linebacker Jacket by
h.i.s. is authentically athletic. Its racy styling includes zip-up
front with hood, elasticized cuffs, slash pockets and split
sides at the bottom. It's all sherpa-lined and over-the-hip for
cozy comfort
whether you're playing in a game or just
watching. Choose your favorite from Stars winning selection of colors and fabrics. $2'9.5)5.
—

Star Wen's Shop

313 KING STREET WEST

I

KITCHENER

OPEN DAILY 'TILL 6 P.M.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY TILL 9 P.M.
"Student Charge Accounts"

College Sports

rous.

who never was at university and

1. Organizing student

activi-

ties.
Even if we never
had
the
number of student activities that
you people have, we do have
dedances, parties, carnivals,
bates and championships to arrange, and for this you need a
co-ordinating structure.
2. Represent students to the
university administration.
Once a year the chancellor
would invite student representatives to discuss frankly
and
openly all the problems of the
university community.
At the University
of Montreal, the ritual of such meetings
was very precise. The rector,
or president, until last year always a bishop, would invite the
whole council to his office.
Everybody sat down on the
floor in a most paternalistic atmosphere. The rector would then
tell them nice little stories about
the state of his health and why
he had to build a 1.5 million dollar mobile escalator so he would
not have to climb 100 steps to
reach his office.
There was also the familiar
story about the French and Catholic character of the university. Finally, he would tell them
how sorry he was in his heart
to read all these stories in the
student newspaper, Le Quartier
Latin, about the undemocratic
character of the
university
Wasn't he himself a true example of democracy?

After the final benediction
and an exhortation on university
policy,
everybody would
leave, saying
themselves,
to
"How nice he was for a bishop."
3. School of "democracy."
Students in the faculty of law
jump for the chance to practice
parliamentary
procedures
in
council.
Quebec premier Daniel Johnson himself was president of the
student council at Montreal in
the 1940'5.
The most up-to-date game on
any campus was to think of the
best new structure for the student council. Should we have
two houses?
Weighted votes?
Should the executive be composed of four vice-presidents or
three vice-presidents?
Very soon student leaders realize how irrelevant they were
becoming in a rapidly changing
society. It is very nice to deal
exclusively with
student
problems, but of what use is it to
the rest of society? For the man

(kitchener)

whose children will never go
there, all your discussions on
whether or not the Alma Mater
Society should build an SUB
change nothing.
He is much more pre-occupied
with Premier Bennett's abolithe
tion of overtime work in
got
What
have
to
province.
you
say on this? Nothing so far.
Students as a group didn't
want to be absent from
the
building of a new Quebec. They
chose to participate in the "revolution tranquille", some violently, some peacefully.
They stepped down from their
ivory tower and their football
game. They abandoned their red
or blue university jackets and
decided to go to work to change
profoundly the nature and functions of their traditional student

structure.
They did not
modify
the
structures themselves, but instead damaged the spirit animating the structures.
Most of all they gave themselves an intellectual tool, and
concept by which
integrated

they could be present in the life
of society.
called
this
They
ideology: le
etusyndicalism
diant
student syndicalism.
Basically, student syndicalism
defines the student as a young
intellectual worker; clearly states there is no such thing as
student problems but only student aspects of national, societal
problems;
One of the natural consequences of student syndicalism was
the withdrawal of French-speaking" Quebec students from the
ranks of the Canadian Union of
Students. They had a nation to
build, and couldn't afford to
loose
time
travel
planning
schemes, debating championships
or Second Century Weeks.
They
had nothing against
C'US and Canadian students, just
something else to do: organize
all Quebec students (and not only French-speaking students) to
play an active part in la revolution tranquille.
L'Union Generale des Etudiants du Quebec
was
UGEQ
born.
We had duplicated the student
structure of Canada; but with a
different goal in mind.
1. It still keeps its role of a
representative body, responsible
for student activities.
2. But the main emphasis was
put on political pressure. The
.

.

.

—

—
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AN EXTRAORDINARY SKI FILM!
Jim Rice uniquely views skiing
in the western U. S. and Canada
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DROP IN AND SEE OUR NEW SKI LINES,
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alive in Edmonton), and students

went on strike to protest government inaction
on
education.
They asked for the nationalization of hydro-electric companies,
some of them asked for an independent and free Quebec.
3. They started to compose
concrete acts showing their sowith
picketing
cial concern:
strikers, sitting in the Premier's
office, boycotting convocation
ceremonies.
They formed les Travailleurs
Etudiants des Quebec one year
before Pearson's idea of a company of young Canadians.
At the same time they were
fighting for general accessibility
to higher education, with the
abolition of fees.

China

.

.

.

(Continued from page 9)
people driven to desperation by
poverty and misgovernment.
Similarly, we will try to persuade people who are in a mood
against
to revolt
intolerable
conditions or tyrannical governments that they should not rebel,
but be patient and hope for improvement.

The only thing that will prevent revolutions in backward
countries is the kind of leadership that will inspire pride and
confidence in government and
provide reasonable hope for improvement. A leadership which
fails to generate such confidence,
which appears to have sold out
to foreign interests the welfare
of its people, and which can
hold on to power only when
propped up by foreign bayonets,
inevitably provokes revolution.
As more and more countries are
taken over by this kind of government, their rulers do far
more than the Chinese to provoke revolutionary wars. To exclude China from the U.N. be-

cause she is a promoter
of
revolution, is the pot calling the
kettle black with a vengeance.
If we are honest, we must
admit that over a considerable
area of the world poverty and

misgovernment are
bo
likely
bring about revolutionary changes. If we are to have a viable
community of nations, we must
work through that community
for the elimination of poverty and
the amelioration of misgovernment. Our aid programs should
be designed solely to promote
productivity and welfare, and
should not be diverted to maintain in power client governments
who can be bribed or bullied to
promote other interests rather
than those of their own people.
We had the beginnings of machinery for this purpose in the
Technical Assistance organization, and in the Economic and
Social Council. Both of these
made a brave start as organs of

the United Nations, but both
have become
overshadowed
through the increasing use of
bi-lateral aid programs linked
to military alliances and the

743-2638

Wed. Oct 26

idea that student council should
not take any political stand disappeared (it still seems
very

cold war. As in the area of international wars, so in the field
of revolutionary wars, the only
hope of peaceful solutions seems
to lie in a revitalized United
Nations, universal in membership and devoted to the interests
of mankind rather than to the
support of a fraction.

Don't Forget
ON

CAMPUS
Sunday, Oct. 16
From
11:00 12:00 p.m.
on CHYM radio
-

